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I You hear it in the halls, read it in The Collegian,and talk about it over lunch.
You hear it through the grapevine:
— Officials from the Tenth Pan American Games
made Butler's dormitories their home for two weeks
during the summer of 1987.
Butler's new parking policy calling for students to
display permits on their cars has left a lot to be
desired — Students who have complied can be iden-
tified, while others cannot. Most students have opted
to remain anonymous.
— After much controversy, the home economics
major has been discontinued, making the class of
1991 the last students eligible to receive that degree.
— Acid-washed jeans are hot; paisley is not.
— Freshman enrollment is the highest in 23 years,
with 593 new students. The College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences has been most affected by the increase
because it provides 90 percent of the core program.
— "Fatal Attraction," starring Glenn Close and
Michael Ddouglas, has given romance a new and
startling twist.
— The university's new security has replaced
armed patrolmen with officers whose only weapons
are the command, "Stop!
"
— Grace (Farrell) has descended upon the English
Department.
— Lilly Endowment has granted Butler
$5000,000, to be matched by the university, for ex-
panding computer use on campus.
— U2 is hot; Michael Jackson is not. —
-
Greg Weeks
far above, sophomores Pam Povinelli and Su-
san Thomas pass out Halloween treats at the
Kappa Kappa Gamma house. Above, these
sophomores are washed-out at the Holcomb
Regatta during the Homecoming class competi-
tions.
The surf's up at the Student Assembly All-
nighter. Students donned togas for the event,
which included food, games and entertain-
ment.
Orcg Weeks
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— The "21 Club" has opened in the C-Club to
promote responsible drinking, without driving. It's
to bad the hours are so early— 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. —
encouraging students to begin drinking earlier in
the day than usual.
— Sexual promiscuity is out; AIDS is in.
— Cajun food is winning the tastebuds of
America.
— Butler's endowment suffered a 25 percent
drop in value the first week of the stock market
crash — a loss of $300,000 the university would
have received.
— "Dirty Dancing," starring Patrick Swayze and
Jennifer Qrey, created the biggest dancing revival
since "Saturday night Fever," with John Travolta.
— Butler has been ranked one of the best col-
leges in the United States, according to U.S. Mews
and World Report. " Of those schools named the
best, however, Butler's freshmen acceptance rate
of 90 percent is one of the highest, while its mean
SAT score of 1020 is only average.
— "L.A. Law" is hot; "Dallas " Is not.
— A new residence hall may be needed if enroll-
ment continues to increase and renovation is start-
ed on Ross and Schwitzer halls.
Greg Weeks
Demarco (D.J.) Johnson of Ross Mall is
shocked and appalled by a photographer. Far
above, Alexa liollingsworth ofAlpha Chi Ome-
ga, Jams to the beat during freshmen Skits.
Above, Q-95's Bob and Tom broadcast their
morning show live from Atherton Center.
I
I
Homecoming festivities for 1987 had been un-
derway for more than a day when Florie Theo-
fanis of Kappa Alpha Theta was crowned Home-
coming Queen at half-time of the Butler vs.
University of Evansville football game.
After her crowning, the Butler University
Marching Band paid tribute to the 20th anniver-
sary of the Beatles with its rendition of "Sgt.
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, " and the
football team returned to the field to tie the
Purple Aces, 28-28.
The sights and sounds of Homecoming began
at noon on Friday with the dismissal of classes.
After lunch, students swarmed to Atherton Cen-
ter mall for class competitions including tug-of-
war, the banana split, waterama relay, a water
balloon toss and the Holcomb Regatta.
Seniors triumphed in the tug-of-war over the
juniors and freshmen, and sophomores won the
consolation prize by defeating the freshmen.
The banana split called
for putting a banana be-
tween the competitor's
legs and watching him
jump, hope or somehow
move himself from one
end of the mall to the
other. In this event, the
juniors finished first, fol-
lowed closely by the sen-
iors.
The waterama relay in-
volved carrying a tray
with cups of water in one
hand back and forth
across the mall, switch-
ing people each time,
and adding a cup of wa-
ter for each trip. The sen-
iors won the event, while
sophomores placed second.
The competitions moved forward with the wa-
ter balloon toss and the Regatta. These turned
out to be the "slimiest" events. In the toss,
vegetable-oil-covered water balloons were
tossed from person to person. The team with
the most unbroken balloons at the other end of
the line, the seniors, won the event.
Afterwards, the teams engaged in a water bal-
loon free-for-all on the mall.
Far above, sophomores participate in
tug-of-war competition during Homecom-
ing. Above, Mark Banicldow and Julie
James, president and treasurer of Stu-
dent Assembly, inflate rafts for the hol-
comb Regatta. Above, right, Joelle Coul-
son, a freshman, competes in the banana
split relay.
Freshmen compete in Homecom-
ing s holcomb Regatta. Ttiey won
the event.
HOMECOMING
Regatta first in two years
The event which closed the class
competitions was the Molcomb Re-
gatta, the first in two years. Two in-
flatable rafts were launched from
the Carillon steps onto Holcomb
Fond. Teams were made up of two
people, a male and a female, who
had to switch places on the raft in
the middle of the pond before go-
ing around a buoy. Consequently,
some students were dumped into
the murky pond. Freshmen won
the event.
Seniors won the class competi-
tions, and juniors placed second,
the freshman third, and the sopho-
mores last.
Alpha Chi Omega won Freshman
Skits at Clowes Hall, and a bonfire
in Irwin Library Field followed.
Few Butler students were awake
illlliif!^
Oreg Weeks
The Junior Class loses the tug-of-war competi-
tion to the seniors.
to watch the annual Phi Delta The-
ta/ Sigma Chi chariot race at 9:30
a.m. The Sigma Chis won the chari-
ot race, narrowly defeating the Phi
Delts and taking home the coveted
keg of beer.
At 11:50 a.m. a Homecoming Buf-
fet Luncheon was held in Hinkle
Fieldhouse for students and alum-
ni. The Homecoming Queen candi-
dates were introduced, and Butler
Pizazz performed several numbers
including the theme for Homecom-
ing 1987, If They Could See Us
now."
^ ^
After the game many students
grabbed a bite to eat and prepared
for the Homecoming Dance being
held at the Sheraton Meridian Ho-
tel from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
By Greg Weeks
Cindy Larkey
The 1987 Homecoming Queen candidates
were: front, Oaye Bumsworth, Schwitzer Hall:
Michele Dickey. Schwitzer: Florie Theofanis,
Kappa Alpha Theta; Elizabeth Allen. Pi Beta
Phi: Jacqueline Good. Delta Gamma: back. Lisa
Bob Stalcup
Young. Delta Delta Delta: Lisa Ann Wilson, Ross
Hall: Michelle Moye, Kappa Kappa Oamma; Oa-
briela Marinkovic, Schwitzer: Cheryl Ruklic, Al-
pha Chi Omega, and Tracy Barron, Alphi Phi.
Butler's Bulldog begins recruiting at an
early age.
Cindy Larkey
The band director climbs tlie ladder to success-
fully guide the band's half-time show.
Members ofthe Pep Band take time out during
the Top Dog Game.
TOP DOGS
Butler proves top status
Butler Bulldogs proved which team
is "Top Dog" in Indianapolis by beat-
ing the University of Indianapolis
Greyhounds in the traditional game
between the rivals.
At the same time, the Bulldogs cap-
tured the Heartland Collegiate Con-
ference championship.
Butler accomplished its mission
with an 8-1-1 overall and a 4-0-1 con-
ference mark. Indianapolis finished
the year 6-4, 3-2.
The game was a roller coaster of
emotion as the teams fought.
"We talked all week about it," said
Coach Bill Lynch. "There are emo-
tional peaks and valleys. One team
will go up, and the other wall go down.
B^i.9B 1'
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We played through those sudden
changes."
Butler was able to survive four
blocked kicks and three interceptions
to win the game.
The offense accumulated 429 total
yards, 319 in a wild first half.
Steve Roberts rushed for 144 yards
and two touchdowns, fie finished the
season with 1,490 yards, 333 rushes,
17 touchdowns and 104 total points
— all single-season records for But-
ler.
"The defense did a great job,"
Lynch said. "The whole defensive
front put pressure on them, and the
secondary did a good job. We made
them earn everything they got."
Kappa Kappa Gammas and Sigma tius raised
$3,058 for the Special Olympics. The check was
presented at half-time.
Despite adversity, the Bulldogs beat the Univer-
sity of Indianapolis to win the Top Dog trophy.
FRESHMEN
Picnic, camp liighlight week
Orientation week is designed to in-
troduce new students to academic
and social activities at Butler. The
scheduled events for the week includ-
ed a convocation, orientation meet-
ings, placement tests, a Student As-
sembly film series and a wide variety
of recreational activities on the mall.
Students also had the opportunity
to attend Kickoff '87, an all-campus
dance sponsored by Student Assem-
bly, hall government, Fanhellenic and
Interfratemity councils.
Along with the activities of orienta-
tion week, 451 students in the fresh-
men class participated in the first dry
Rush, which prohibited alcohol at
Rush parties.
Fanhellenic President Molly Sena
reported the 280 women going
through Rush reflected a 12 percent
increase over last year and represent-
ed the highest number ofwomen ever
to participate in Rush. One hundred
ninety six women pledged sororities
this year.
IFC President Dave O'Connell said
151 men participated in Rush this
year, and 107 men pledged fraterni-
ties.
Freshmen Weekend Directors Mike
Thomas and Luanne Johnson, along
with 24 counselors and Father Jeff
Qodecker from the Butler newman
Center, accompanied 87 freshmen to
Flat Rock River Camp for Freshmen
Weekend '87.
Events of the weekend included in-
troductory games, a barbeque,
dance, campfire and skits performed
by counselors and freshmen.
By Julie A. King
Greg Weeks
area Weeks "' i 7G g
Freshmen anxiously wait to return a ser\'e dur-
ing a water volleyball game at Freshman Camp.
Cindy Larkey
Kappas gather on bid day to celebrate.
Lifeguards horse around at Freshmen Camp.
The women ofAlpha Chi Omega take home the
trophy from Freshmen Skits.
Greg Weeks
Opposite page, TKEs and Tri-Delts participate
in Geneva Stunts.
Above, Pi Beta Phis and Phii Deita Ttietas per-
form "fiats. "
At right. Phi Kappa Psis and Kappa Alpha The-
tas sing and dance their way to first place with
' Happily Ever After.
'
Cindy Larkey
STUnTS
"Happily Ever After" wins
Butler University YMCA opened its
Geneva Stunts, its 66tli annual fund-
raiser, to an enthiusiastlc crowd at
Clowes Hall.
The men of Phi Kappa Psi once
again captured the overall trophy
along with the women of Kappa Alpha
Theta, for their theme, "Happily Ever
After. " The team also took the first
place trophies for spirit and originali-
ty.
Second place overall went to the
men of Ross Hall and the women of
Alpha Chi Omega for "Education
Across the nation." Delta Tau Delta
and Kappa Kappa Gamma took third
place for their Tiursery School Days"
theme.
Runner-up for the spirit award,
based on banner design and advance
*^ ticket sales, was the team of Phi Delta
Theta and Pi Beta Phi for their theme,
Rats."
Geneva Stunts is an annual event
pairing housing units which present
ten-minute skits in competition for
five top awards.
Juniors Angle Stemle and Ray Tan-
tillo served as Stunts directors. The
two worked on the production nearly
three months.
T don't think anything could have
gone any better," Stemle said. "I
don't think there were any really weak
acts like there have been in the past. "
Stemle praised Jeff Lane, the tech-
nical director, for his job, saying that
nothing could have gotten done with-
out him.
'The work paid off, but this week
it's been no study, no sleep — just
Geneva Stunts. "
Cindy Larkey
GOING HOME
B.U. a ''suitcase campus" for
some
Weekends! Students' favorite time
of the week. So how do they spend it?
riot on campus.
For many, Butler is a "suitcase cam-
pus, " a place to stay while classes are
in session, but not any longer.
Student Assembly plans weekend
all-night parties, movies and lectures,
but even those don't seem to com-
pare with getting laundry done free of
charge, visiting family, and seeing
hometown boyfriends and girlfriends.
'1 go home the night before a test
so I can get some quality studying
done," said David Mall, a junior.
Hall said others sometimes tease
him for going home so often.
'1 chose to live on campus to meet
people, " he said. "But with my home
only five minutes away, 1 go home
when 1 want."
Others would like to spend more
time at home.
rd like to go home more often, but
money shortage is sometimes a prob-
lem," said Lisa Einbinder, a fourth
year pharmacy major.
Students who visit their homes of-
ten say they don't sacrifice their inde-
pendence.
"I've been home more than oth-
ers, " Terri Sheehy, a sophomore,
said. "1 feel I'm independent, but that
doesn't mean 1 should stay away. "
Other students say campus is the
place for them on weekends.
"1 think campus activities are ade-
quate, " said Sophomore Amber Wes-
sel. "True, there aren't rock concerts
every night, but we're here to learn. "
Junior Kim Stamm agreed.
"The theater department and the
SA movies and lecutres are good,"
she said. "Living in the dorm puts the
decision on you to be active, but in
the houses, there are more socials
and it's easier and almost expected of
you to participate. "
Melinda Gilbert
Senior Kelly Dobbs often makes the trip home
to Columbus, Ind., to get her laundry done by
Mom.
Kelly Dobbs
Packing suitcases for home is a weekly activity
for some Butler students.
G
This Student's car is packed and ready to go
— complete with laundry.
Kelly Dobbs

THEATRE
Plays transform studio
Lilly Halls Studio 160 was trans-
formed into a thrust stage full of a
17th century set to provide the back-
ground for "The Amorous Flea, " a
wonderful musical comedy.
Because of the closeness of the ac-
tors to the audience, makeup and
costumes had to be detailed. In par-
ticular, Arnolphe's and Chrysalde's
costumes were realistic. Down to his
bejeweled ring, silk stockings, and
powdered wigs, Arnolphe looked aris-
tocratic.
The bright, outrageous colors gave
the audience a hint of his laughable
nature. And while his makeup may
have seemed exaggerated, it fit his
character.
Without necessitating any major
scene changes, the multi-level set cre-
ated a balcony, moat, wall, garden
and a street area.
Farabove, Anne Penny plays Chrysalde in "The
Amorous Flea", nov. 15-22.
Above, Tim l^ilier, Jennifer Rule and Angela
northington star in the 1987 spring production
of Under a Mantle of Stars.
"
The most striking and effective ele-
ment in the play was the interplay be-
tween the characters. Strong acting
and good blocking were key. never
was there a lack of action.
"Ghosts" was an in-depth study of
the effect of the past on present lives.
During the course of the action,
each character was figuratively
"brought to trial" and convicted of
devastating his or her past, which had
then led to an unstable present.
Ibsen also makes a strong com-
ment about the love shared between
parent and child. As a typical Ibsen
social drama, "Ghosts ' also present-
ed a picture of a base, degenerate so-
ciety. The images of time, love and
degradation came forth in the produc-
tion's lighting, staging and character-
ization.
By Kelli Walker
Stephanie IVall plays Agnes and David Gun-
daher plays Horace in "The Amorous Flea.
THEATRE
Clowes celebrates 25
years of performance
"Clowes Memorial Hall of Butler
University. An abiding monument to
many of the finer things that make life
beautiful. In every detail representing
the most advanced American-Europe-
an architectural and theatrical plan-
ning for the ideal presentation of all
the performing arts, " so the brochure
for the 1963 festival opening reads.
The hall was built in memory of Dr.
George Henry Alexander Clowes, re-
search director of Eli Lilly and Co. The
ten day Festival Week necessary to
present initial performances of the
hall's widely diversified programming
included several consecutive eve-
nings of entertainment: the popular
opening featuring Bob Hope, the cho-
ral opening of Verdi's "Requiem, " the
formal opening ushered in with sym-
phonic music.
With all these ceremonies, the indi-
viduals involved dedicated Clowes to
its audiences, performers and to the
furtherings of culture and the per-
forming arts. They pledged to contin-
ue successfully their outstanding start
by constantly expanding activities.
For the past 25 years, Clowes has
been the site of many locally, region-
ally and nationally acclaimed shows.
While serving the community, it has
also become an asset to the universi-
ty. Many highly-rated starts such as
Andre Watts, Piuryev and Peter, Paul
and Mary have been on the show bill.
Students are fortunate to have ac-
cess to such a magnificent facility.
m
E^H
Mike Moyer as Amolphe "centerstages" the
rest of the cast in "The Amorous Flea. "
Above right. Stephanie Wall and David Gun-
daherplav the balcony scene in "The Amorous
Flea.
Right. Tim Millerand Angela Horthington star in
"Under a Mantle of Stars.
"

Ross Hall, paired with Kappa Kappa Gamma,
ran away with first place in the Spring Sing com-
petitions.
The men ofSigma Fiu and the women ofPi Beta
Phi perform during Spring Sing.
SPRING SING
Ross, Kappas win competition
Annually, the Butler YMCA spon-
sors Spring Sing. This year. Ginger
German and Mark Barriklow hosted
the event. Spring Sing gives each
housing unit a chance to show their
vocal and dance performance skills.
This year's winners were Kappa Kap-
pa Gamma and Ross Hall with their
skit titled "Shy Shoes and Flirtin'
Feet."
Second place was captured by Delta
Gamma and Phi Kappa Psi with their
version of 'Lil' Bit O' Soul." Third
place went to Alpha Chi Omega and
Delta Tau Delta for their performance
of "Swingin' With the Saints."
Along with the vocal and dance
competition, a spirit award was pre-
sented to the housing units who sell
the most tickets. Delta Gamma and
Phi Kappa Psi won for 1988. The ban-
ners created each year for Spring Sing
add color to the event. Combined
with ticket sales, the banner competi-
tion creates spirit and enthusiasm the
week before Spring Sing.
Finally, the outstanding freshman
male and female were announced.
Chosen on the basis of grade point
average, activities, and leadership
this year Kelly Walker of Alpha Phi
sorority and Ted Sri of Lambda Chi
Alpha were chosen.
The evening came to a close with
the announcement of two more award
winners. Phi Delta Theta received the
Alcohol Awareness Award for their
promotion of responsible use of alco-
hol. The YMCA received the Lamp of
Wisdom service trophy.
The men ofLambda Chi perform their skit Ted
Sri of Lambda Chi Alpha was chosen as the
outstanding freshman male.
SPRING SING
Fhi Kappa Fsi and Delta Oamma captured sec-
ond place with their version of "LiV Bit O'
Soul.
A Sigma Chi dresses like Huckleberry Finn for
his part in the Spring Sing skit.
Ross and Kappa Kappa Gamma won Sing with
their version of "Shy Shoes and riirtin' Feet.
"

Below, Lester the Clown entertains students
during Spring Weeliend.
Vereen Barton and friends enjoy the great
weather and weekend activities.
A fraternity mascot gets his own chair for Delta
Tau Delta's Trik-la-tron.
SPRING WKND.
Biggest event of the year
Without a doubt one of the biggest
events of the year is Spring Weel^end.
Student Assembly l^icl^ed off the
weei^end this year with a Thursday af-
ternoon program.
Keeping the spirit moving. Delta
Tau Delta held its annual Trik La
Tron. All week the Delts worked on
raising money for their philanthropy
by having a pennies run, blues run,
slave auction, and car wash. Friday
afternoon the Trik events began. This
year's queen was Pam Bearson of Del-
ta Delta Delta. First runner-up was
Lori Qilmore of Kappa Kappa Gam-
ma, and second runner-up was Julie
Mayhill of Kappa Alpha Theta.
The award for best banner was pre-
sented to Kappa Kappa Gamma for
displaying the theme 'Reggae for Ril-
ey. " The winner of the Trik race was
Alpha Chi Omega and their pit crew
from Lambda Chi Alpha.
Friday night Student Assembly
brought in the reggae band Rude Beat
League. Saturday afternoon SA spon-
sored the annual lunch under the tent
for students.
Phi Kappa Psi held their annual 500
that afternoon. This year's 500 queen
was Shannon McGlade of Delta Gam-
ma, with runner-up Theresa Bozzuto
(Alpha Chi Omega) and second run-
ner-up Michelle Hansen (Schwitzer
Hall).
The winning team of the 500 race
was Sigma Chi and Alpha Chi Omega.
A participant in the Tnh-latron bites her
tongue as she strains for more speed.
Spectators enjoy the Reggae band that came to
campus for Spring Weekend.
SPRING WKND.
Rachel Heiple, Alpha Chi, enjoys ice cream dur-
ing Spring weekend activities.
Greta Plorwicki enjoys the delicacy of cotton
candy.
Greg Weeks, sophomore at Ross Hall, clowns
around during the Butler Bahama Bash.
;^y
-f^^- It's all a blurfor this participant in the Delta Tau
Delta Trik-la-tron.
Shannon McGlade, Delta Gamma, waves to her
subjects after being crowned Phi Fsi 500
"Queen of the Pits."

Recognition
Mary and Martha Alexander, sisters, were both
honored on Honor Day. This year. Honor Day
was moved to a Saturday morning to encour-
age parents to attend,
Dr William neher, speech department, passes
out awards on Honor Day.
Susan Seville gives students awards from the
English department, including several scholar-
ships and creative writing prizes.
Chad Tucker
Monday, Feb., 22, 1988
— There they stood prior
to the game, Darrin Fitz-
gerald and Chad Tucker.
Over 4,000 points of Bull-
dog history. Former
teammates standing
side-by-side, elbow to
eyebrow.
Ten seconds elapsed.
Fitzgerald, who finished
the 1986-87 season as
Butler's all-time leading
scorer, handed Tucker
the ball used to break it.
They shook hands and
headed for the Butler
bench.
That is typical of Tuck-
er, a quiet, hardworking
individual who tries not
to draw attention to him-
self.
The 23-year-old prod-
uct of Cloverdale, Ind.,
shares the same intensi-
ty as Boston Celtics'
Larry Bird. The fire in
their eyes burn with
equal desire.
Junior Darren Fowlkes,
a teammate of Tucker,
made the comparison.
He makes other peo-
ple a lot better, like Bird
does, because he's
smart," he said.
Xavier University
Coach Pete Gillum called
Tucker "a poor man's
Larry Bird."
Bird is an idol of Tuck-
er's. The walls of his
dorm room are draped
with posters of the star.
"Bird is my favorite
basketball player. I al-
ways liked him since he
played in college. 1 grew
up near Indiana State
University and watched
him a lot, " he said.
Chris Qivens, a student
assistant coach and a
former teammate, de-
scribed Chad.
"He's like driving in a
police car and he's the
officer. He's security.
He's the protection, " Qi-
vens said.
Butler Coach Joe Sex-
son expanded on the
analogy.
"Me can shoot from
the perimeter, put the
ball on the floor, press in-
side, and post-up, " he
said.
Tucker's quiet style
was seen in each game.
His scoring ability was
overshadowed by other
strengths.
Tuck' Points
Year Q FQM FQA PCT FTM FTA PCT A REB AVG PTS AVG83-84 28 15V 252 .623 61 79 .772 28 152 5 4 375 13.484-85 29 240 464 .517 93 113 .823 59 171 5 9 573 19.885-86 28 235 414 .568 139 167 .832 56 153 5.5 609 21.886-87 4 29* 61*
.475 28 38 .737 8 28 7.0 90 22.587-88 28 251' 502*
.500 147 169 .870 55 175 6.3 674 24.1
Totals 11/ 912* 1693*
.532 468 566 .827 206 679 .5.8 2321 19.8
(i) (1) (2) (2) (2) (2) (8) (4) (1)
5-point field goals
Tucker through theyears — Farabove. Tuckerplays as a Mh yearsenior
during the 1987-88 season: right. Tucker as a sophomore during the
198-4-85 season: far right. Tucker plays against Indiana University in the
national Invitational Tournament.
Tuck' pointing the basket
"He's a team player.
He's not selfish even
though he takes the ma-
jority of the shots. He
wouldn't take as many
shots as he does if he
had a choice. He'd pass
more, " Qivens said.
Tucker's willingness to
pass limited his scoring
potential.
"He is so unselfish,
even with the record, it
has held him back, " Sex-
son when he found him-
self playing vi/ith an unex-
perienced cast.
"With three starting
freshmen, it became a
challenge for him to work
harder and lead the
team. Tucker brings con-
fidence, making things
easier for the freshmen, "
Qivens said.
According to Coach
Tucker, Tucker's leader-
ship was unusual.
son saia.
Tucker's father and
high school coach re-
membered the trait.
"It's almost consid-
ered a fault because it
sometimes hurts the
team when they need
him to shoot and he
passes the ball," Coach
Tucker said.
His style of play devel-
oped into team leader-
ship.
"He leads by action.
When he started playing
well, he became a leader
by example," Sexson
said.
His leadership moved
to the forefront last sea-
"'He's the quietest
leader I've ever seen. It's
almost nonchalant lead-
ership," he said.
Tucker was also quiet
about his fifth-year sta-
tus. He returned for an-
other year to finish his
basketball eligibility and
to begin an MBA.
"I'm half-way through,
I'm not sure what to do
after this year. I'll proba-
bly put it off a few years
and pick it up again," he
said.
Tucker hoped to play
elsewhere in 1987-88;
however, an injury the
year before delayed that
hope.
It happened during the
final five minutes at ISU's
Hulman Center. During a
scramble for a loose ball
vinth ISU's Dion Camp-
bell, the two players col-
lided. Campbell bounced
up; Tucker did not.
"\ didn't feel anything
for three to four sec-
onds," he recalled.
"Then, for the next 15
seconds, it became the
most painful thinn in mv
life."
"Team trainer Ralph
ReiflF tried to pop it back
into place in the locker
room, but couldn't.
That's when I knew I had
to have surgery."
Tucker suffered a sepa-
rated left shoulder that
attending physicians
claimed was one of the
worst seen in a sports-re-
lated injury.
Butler won the game,
but their leader became
a spectator for the re-
mainder of the season.
"It was tough for the
first four or five games; it
wasn't easy to watch. I
saw a lot of things on the
floor 1 didn't like, " he
said.
Tucker did not mind
seeing Fitzgerald get a
chance at the same
record he was chasing.
As of the injury. Tucker
ranked third and Fitzger-
ald ranked eighth on But-
ler's all-time scoring list.
~~lt completely
changed our offense. It
was a tremendous set-up
fnr a qnnri ypar with Fitz-
gerald and Tucker taking
pressure off the other
guys. Then, after he went
down, everyone focused
on Fitzgerald. It de-
stroyed our inside-out-
side balance for win-
ning," Sexson said.
''We complemented
each other," Fitzgerald
said. "We did things as if
we were one entity in-
stead of two."
On Feb. 7, 1987, Fitz-
gerald broke Lynn Mit-
chem's career point total
for a Butler hoopster,
352 days later (Jan. 8,
1988), Tucker held the
top spot.
By Kevin Lasky
I
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B.U. runs to top
The Butler Bulldog foot-
ball season started and
ended on a sour note, but
in between was right on
key.
The low note at the begin-
ning of the season came
when the Bulldogs (8-1-1)
lost the opener against
Grand Valley St. The team
then embarked on a nine
game unbeaten streak suf-
fering only a tie against Ev-
ansville. The other low
point came at season's end.
The national Collegiate
Athletic Association Divi-
sion II Selection Committee
did not extend one of their
eight playoff bids to the na-
tion's 8th ranked Bulldogs.
Butler was one of three top
eight teams which failed to
receive a bid. Texas A & 1
and West Chester were the
other two.
The committee is only re-
quired to take the top team
in each of the four regions.
The remaining four bids are
based on record, strength
of schedule, and availabil-
ity of student-athletes to
compete — the same stan-
dards used to rank teams.
Individually, sophomore
Steve Roberts finished the
season second in the na-
tion with 1,490 yards rush-
ing and 17 touchdowns —
both are school records.
Roberts also set the school
mark with 104 points dur-
ing the season.
Senior quarterback Rob
Cutter passed for 1,890
yards and 14 touchdowns,
leading the team to its sec-
ond Heartland Collegiate
Conference title in three
seasons. Cutter pilotted the
team to the 1985 champi-
onship before Mike Lee re-
turned to the starting role
last year.
Junior place kicker John
Jenkins hit 11 field goals for
the season, five against
Dayton for a 15-10 victory,
and set school marks along
with a record 25 career suc-
cesses.
Roberts and Jenkins earn
— all HCC first team hon-
ors along with linemen
Todd Jones, Rusty Melzoni,
Mark Allanson, Tom Klus-
man. Jack Fillenworth, de-
fensive backs Joe Annee
and Todd Yeoman.
Defenders Jeff Sweet,
Bob Espich and punter Ke-
vin Shomber were named
to the second team.
Head Coach Bill Lynch
(21-8-1) earned his second
HCC "Coach of the Year
"
honors in three years at
Butler.
By Kevin Lasky
Far above, senior Jack nilenwarth. a defensive player, collides with an opponent, while keeping
his eyes on the ball.
Above, Quarterback Rob Cutter calls the signals during a Bulldog game.
Right, running back Steve Roberts breaks a tackle for some of his record breaking yards.
1987 Butler Bulldogs: first row, Chris Barnes, Tim
McElderry, Todd Yeoman. Steve Schultz, Kurt McCon-
nell. Todd Jones, Rob Cutter, Joe Annee, Rusty Mel-
zoni. Jay Sweet, Jack Fillenwarth, Mike Hegwood, Tom
Klusman and Joe Eaton; second row, John Barron,
Kirk Redfem, Tom Jennings, Jerry Fianto, John
Folkers, Allan George, Steve Roberts, Steve Confer
K.C. Leffler and Dwayne Stubbs.
Also, third row, Mike Hartley, David Riggins, Brad Mc-
Kinney, Angle Leffler Matt Yoden Don Short. Fhil Jen-
sen, Keith Moseley, Don Benbow, Bill Lynch, Bob Bar-
tolomeo. Jay Bamhorst, Mark Haste, Dan Roushar,
Ken LaRose, Ralph Reiff, Dick Lux, Lisa Shumann and
JeffTeague; fourth row, David Whitfield, John Jenkins,
Chuck Orban, Rob norton, Chris McCool, Jon Lunn,
P.K. Williams, Chuck Ward, Dave Macharaschwili,
Larry Weigand, Brian Dudzinski, Brad Sidwell. Rick
Endsley. Joe Gillum and Ron Kiolbassa.
Also, fifth row. Troy Stavros. Joe Kuntz, Mike Manes,
Mike Cochran, Mark Phillips, Fat Rooney, Craig Har-
dee. Joe Koehnen, Bob Espich, JeffMassey, JeffLang,
Adam Ozment, Brian Pritchard, Kyle Barrentine, Brett
Comer and Ron Menely; sixth row, Dan Oatlin, Todd
Wix, Kent LaBaugh, Cari Kocur, Matt Zimpfer, Ted
t^ f ^
Adair, Carl Schlacher, Doug Lang. Rob Conway. Larry
Pianto, Tom Maheras, Chris Dirksing, Todd Roehling,
Brian Elson and Qreg Mariacher.
Also, seventh row, Steve Buerkle, nick Kolisz, Sam
Talarico, Dan Shirey, Dan Huber, Chad Alcorn, Dave
Perkins, Scott Sermersheim, Jay Shultz, Paul d'Ou-
ville, Chris Abel. Randy Renners. Mike Ertel. Pat Ab-
planalp, Jim Flowers and Alex Peifer; eighth row, Mike
Crume, Pete Finch, Kevin Shomber, Kyle Kouns, Ron
Baird, Jerry Renners, Frank Tryan, Frank Angst, Jim
Dixon, Kevin Enright, Joe Carroll, Fion Roembke, Mark
Allanson, Scott Dunivan and Brian Durham.
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How they
finished:
Regular season results
B.U. Football (8-1-1) Opp.
19 At Grand Valley State 24
64 At Anderson
15 Dayton 10
11 At Northeast Missouri State 22
14 St. Joseph's 3
28 Evansville 28
31 At Ashland 6
49 Franklin 14
29 At Valparaiso 22
35 Indianapolis 20
Far above, freshman Joe Oillum fights to keep the ball.
Above, Quarterback Rob Cutter prepares to pass the ball, in spite of opposition.
Left, freshman Mike flanes catches a pass during practice.
Division II
Football
The final top 20 nCAA Division 11
football teams with records in
parentheses and points:
1. Texas A & I (9-1) . 80
2. West Chester (9-1) 76
3. Portland St. (9-1-1) 72
4. Troy St. (9-1-1) . . . 68
5. northern Mich. (9-1)62 |
6. Indiana (Pa.) (9-1)
.
61
7. Mankato St. (9-2) . 57
8. Butler (8-1-1) .... 52
9. Angelo St. (7-2) .. . 46
10. UC Davis (7-2) 41
11. Central Fla. (7-3) . . 40
12. Winston-Salem (8-2)40
13. Eastern M. Mex. (9-2)33
14. Bloomsburg (8-3) . 26
15. Hampton (9-2) .... 23
16. Mew Haven (8-2) . . 21
17. Ashland (7-2-1) . . . 14
18. Alabama A & M (7-3)12 j
19. Minn.-Duluth (7-3) . . 9
20. Tuskegee (8-2) . . . . 4
The Women's Tennis team: Coach nick Davis, Cathy Daus, Him Rains, Jennie Phillips, Lori Williams, Susie
Jacko, Deb Stauffer, Karen Euler, Susie Momper, Carol Kolbus, Assistant Coach Joe Gentry.
Women finish second
in Midwestern Conference
The Butler women's ten-
nis team recorded one of its
best national Collegiate
Athletic Association Divi-
sion 1 seasons by finishing
the fall campaign at 11-2.
Longtime men's Coach
nick Davis guided the wom-
en to a second place finish
in the Midwestern Colle-
giate Conference during his
novice season with the
women.
At the conference meet,
sophomores Deb Stauffer,
Susie Jacko, and ft-eshmen
Karen Euler and Qigi Krusa
each won individual titles.
Runners up included soph-
omores Kim Rains and Lori
Williams and the doubles
team of Stauffer and sopho-
more Jennie Phillips.
Stauffer was named the
team's Most Valuable Play-
er for the second consecu-
tive season while posting a
12-6 mark in singles com-
petition and a 12-4 mark in
doubles.
Stauffer was not the only
two-time winner. Rains re-
ceived the squad's Mental
Attitude Award. Krusa also
posted the team's best
record for the second con-
secutive season with a 16-2
mark.
Junior Cathy Daus
eamed her third Butler let-
ter in doubles play while
freshmen Susie Momper
and Carol Kolbus joined
Stauffer, Jacko, Euler,
Krusa, Raines, Williams,
and Philips in holiday varsi-
ty letters.
The women's team also
began spring play for the
first time in school history.
By Kevin Lasky
Women's Tennis (11-2) BU OPP
At DePauw 7 2
Xavier 6 3
At Evansville 5 4
St. Louis 8 1
DePaul 6 3
Dayton 9
At Purdue 1 8
At Indiana State 4 5
St. Mary's Tourn. 3rd of 8
Indianapolis 7 2
At Cincinnati 7 1
Bellarmine 9
At Ball State 5 1
At Valparaiso 9
Midwestern Collegiate: 2nd of 4
Greenlee, Bond capture
championship
Before the season began.
Coach riick Davis believed
his 1988 squad would be
the best he had coached at
Butler. He was right. The
team took second place at
the Midwestern Collegiate
Conference Tournament.
Individually, the no. 3
doubles team of sopho-
more Andy Greenlee and
freshman Erich Bond cap-
tured Butler's first MCC
championship at the MCC
tournament. The duo also
finished at 9-5 for the sea-
son as Butler's top team.
Sophomore Rob Rieth-
man and junior Jeff Shilling
also combined for nine vic-
tories as rio. 1 doubles fin-
ishing at 9-9.
Greenlee also paced the
team in singles with a 14-6
mark, increasing his career
record to 31-13. Freshman
Rob Patrick finished at 12-6.
Coach Davis will return
all but one player next sea-
son. Bob Klump will be lost
to graduation.
By Kevin Lasky
1988
Results
BUTLER 9 Dayton
BUTLER 9 Wabash
Miami (Oilio) 7 BUTLER 2
Illinois State a BUTLER 1
Evansville 5 BUTLER
Kalamazoo 9 BUTLER
BUTLER 7 Cincinnati 2
BUTLER 7 Indianapolis 2
BUTLER 7 Detroit 2
BUTLER S St. Louis 1
BUTLER 5 Xavier 4
DeFauw S BUTLER 1
BUTLER 5 Indiana State 4
BUTLER 9 Southern
Indiana
nCC Tournament
2nd of 6
Purdue a BUTLER 1
BUTLER 7 Valparaiso 2
BUTLER 5 DePaul 1
Ball State 9 BUTLER
Season Record: 11-7
The 1987-88 Men 's Tennis team are: front row. Coach nick Davis, Andy Greenlee, Craig Owens, JeffShilling and
Scott Qorvett; back row. Rick Radcliff, Erich Bond, Rob Patrick, Rob Riethman, Tim Bassett, Bob Klumpp and
Coach Joe Gentry.
iriDIVIDUAL RESULTS
SIMGLES #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 TOTAL
ROB RIETHMAH 10-9 1-0 11-9
BOB KLUMPP 0-1 3-8 1-0 4-9
JEFF SHILLinG 5-3 6-5 11-8
AHDY GREEriLEE 7-1 7-5 14-6
ROB PATRICK 3-2 8-4 1-0 12-6
CRAIG OWEPiS 1-1 1-1 6-5 8-7
ERICtI BOriD 0-5 2-1 2-6
SCOTT GORVETT 2-2 2-2
DOUBLES #1 #2 #3 TOTAL
RIEThMAn-ShlLLiriG 9-9 9-9
PATRICK-KLUMPP 5-8 5-8
BOnD-GREEHLEE 3-3 6-2 9-5
PATRICK-GORVETT 3-3 3-3
GREEriLEE-GORVETT 1-0 2-2 3-2
BOriD-GORVETT 0-1 0-1
PATRICK-BOriD 1-0 1-0
RICK RADCLIFF-JOE GRA Y 0-1 0-1
Right, Dan Taylor (13) and Dan
Quigley (11) chase a Detroit
runner during a meet.
Below, Bill rarhas runs along
the canal during a meet.
S -5'
Graves sparks
runners
Butler's men's cross country team ran up another suc-
cessful season for Coach Stan Lyons. The 1987 runners
performed with consistency to capture second place at the
Midwestem Collegiate Conference Meet.
Leading the way was Most Valuable Runner David
Graves. The freshman runner earned AU-MCC honors with
a fifth place finish at the conference meet. Graves began
the season in fine fashion as well. He won his first three
meets of the season before going on to lead Butler at the
National Collegiate Athletic Association's District Meet.
Team captain Scott Steffan was named the team's "Men-
tal Attitude Award " winner. Steffan, a senior, placed 10th
at the MCC meet, while fellow seniors Dan Taylor and Dan
Quigley finished 11th and 12th respectively. Freshman
Eric Underwood finished 14th.
As a team, Butler placed first at the Butler Invitational
and at the Marion Invitational, and placed third at the
Indiana Intercollegiate Meet.
By Kevin Lasky
Mitch Surface
Men's Cross Country
Butler Invitational: 1st of 7
At Marion Invitational: 1st of 9
At Taylor Invitational: 2nd of 12
At Manchester Invit.: 2nd of 12
Butler 24, Indianapolis 32
At Lake Front Inv.: 10th of 17
At Indiana Intercollegiates: 3rd of 20
Butler 23, Manchester 44, Wabash 39
Midwestern Collegiate Conf.: 2nd of 6
At nCAA District IV: 20th of 21
Bob Stalcup
far above. Dan Taylor. Dan Quigley and Scott Stepfien put thie pressure on the opposition.
Above, members of the mens cross country team are. first row, Ray Ball, Dan Taylor, Coach
Stan Lyons, nate Nylin and Matt White; second row, Dave Graves, Scott Stephen, Ron Smith,
Mike Goodnight and Curt franke; third row, Eric Underwood, Brett Pontoni, John Heller, Clay
Jones, Jerry Wiley and Bill farkas.
TS^..-
Front row: Greg Stanley, Kim flendrickson, Stephanie Doster, John nation, Steve Heumann: middle row: Pat
Reeves, Doug Chase, Mike Cashey, Tim McDonald, Mike Williams, Steve Crumlin; third row: Bill Spanenberg,
Tom Cooper, Gary hosking, John Morris, Mike Riley, Coach Scott Heat.
Golfers fall short of green
despite Nation's efforts
Despite the efforts of sen-
ior Jolin nation, the Butler
Bulldog golf team fell short
of the green in 1987.
nation earned team Most
Valuable Performer and All-
Midwestern Collegiate Con-
ference honors with a sixth
place finish at the MCC
meet.
Fellow senior Steve
Crumlin earned the team's
Mental Attitude Award,
while senior Mike Riley fin-
ished behind nation as But-
ler's second best performer
for the season and at the
MCC meet.
Despite their efforts, as
well as the efforts of senior
Tim McDonald and sopho-
more Bill Spanenberg, But-
ler managed only a fifth
place finish at the MCC
meet.
By Kevin Lasky
Men's Golf
DePauw 378, Butler 393
At Eastern Illinois In v.: 4th of 12
Butler 376, Marian 448
At U. of Indianapolis In v.: 11th of20
Butler Inv.: 4th of 12
At Franklin Invitational: 6th of 15
At lUPUI-n. Wayne Inv.: 4th of8
At Indiana Intercollegiates: 6th of 15
Franklin 403 Butler 416 Marian
Midwestern Collegiate Conf: 5th of 7
486
1987-88 Men's Swimming
notre Dame Relays 6th of8 teams
Butler 113 Valparaiso 66
Ball State 130 Butler 53
BUTLER 68 St. Louis 27
Little State Meet no scores
Indianapolis 130 Butler 69
Ball State Invitational 4th of5
,
Vincennes Invitational 3rd of 8
Wabash 153 Butler 52
Indianapolis Invitational 7th of 11
DePauw 99 BUTLER 87
Evansville 95 BUTLER 87
Wright State 99 Butler 61
Rice 68 BUTLER 34
MCC Championship 3rd of 6
DUAL MEET RECORD: 2-7
' Sophomore Ian Borgerhoffwas MCC Champ in 100 St 200 breast-
stroke
1987-88 Women's Swimming
tiotre Dame Relays 3rd of 8
Butler 135 Valparaiso 49
Ball State 114 Butler 66
BUTLER 82 St. Louis 23
Little State Meet no scores
Indianapolis 1 13 Butler 85
Ball State Invitational 5th of 5
Vincennes Invitational 5th of 8
Indianapolis Invitational 8th of 11
DePauw 117 BUTLER 90
BUTLER 99 Evansville 98
Wright State 113 Butler 68
Rice 67 BUTLER 37
MCC Championships 4th of5
DUAL MEET RECORD: 3-5
Teams face
double challenge
Butler's swimming teams
faced a double cliallenge
heading into the 1987-88
season. One was tackling
an ambitious schedule. The
second was adjusting to
first-year coach Paula
Hartzer.
The men finished third in
the Midwestern Collegiate
Conference while the wom-
en finished fourth. Individ-
ually, at the MCC tourna-
ment, sophomore Ian
Borgerhoff won the 100 and
200 breaststroke.
Borgerhoff paced the
men's team over a half-doz-
en times while freshman
Robert Lowell paced the
team on several other occa-
sions.
The women's team was
led by freshman Lisa Moore
who boasted several team
bests.
By Kevin Lasky
Mitch Surface
Lori Adams (4) makes the play
as Stacia Mellinger (7) and Jill
Spurgeon (8) look on.
Netters defend MCC title
The first Butler team to
capture a Midwestern Colle-
giate Conference champi-
onship, also became the
second Butler team to cap-
ture an MCC championship
in school history. Such is
the story of the Bulldog vol-
leyball team.
Head Coach Jona Braden
had to replace three start-
ers from last year, making it
difficult to repeat. It took
time for the squad to gel,
but it finally did when it
swept the Butler Invitation-
al.
Butler's tough schedule
primed the Bulldog netters
for the conference sched-
ule. The experience payed
off as the team captured the
regular season and tourna-
ment championship.
Coach Braden, who
earned her third MCC
"Coach of the Year " hon-
Mitch Surface
ors, saw junior co-captain
Jill Taylor and fellow junior
Jill Spurgeon earn First
Team AII-MCC honors.
Freshman Beth Christian-
sen and sophomore Lisa
Wesselak earned second
team honors.
Christiansen was named
Butler's 'Outstanding Of-
fensive Player" while Spur-
geon and sophomore Lori
Adams shared the Out-
standing Defensive Player"
award.
Senior Nancy Dorris re-
ceived the team's Mental
Attitude Award.
Individually, Taylor
ranked 16th in the nation
with a school record 406
digs.
Junior co-captain Shelley
Erhardt became the team's
inspirational leader when
she overcame knee and an-
kle injuires to spark the title
clinching match against
Loyola at the MCC tourna-
ment.
By Kevin Lasky
Bob Stalcup
ar above, Beth Christiansen spikes one past an opposing blocli attempt,
bove. members of the volleyball team are: first row, Shelley Erhardt. Carol Braden, Stacia
lellinger. Christy Ward; second row. Lisa Wesselal^, Daria Lawson. Jill Taylor. Lori Adams and
'ancy Dorris: third row. Coach Jona Braden. assistant trainer Cathy Mercanic. Jill Spurgeon. Beth
hristiansen, manager Jane Strelow, and student Assistant Coach Kelly tiessler
1988 BUTLER UNIVERSITY TRACK AND FIELD
RESULTS
March 26 Anderson 113, Butler 79
March 29 Butler 110, Indianapolis 44
April 2 University of Indianapolis Invitational: no Team
Score Kept
April 5 Butler 107, Wabash 48, Indianapolis 38
April 9 Wabash Relays: Ho Team Score Kept (Butler won
Outstanding Team trophy)
April 15-16 Eastern Illinois Invitational: Ho Team Score Kept
April 19 Butler 98, Taylor 59
April 23 Indiana Intercollegiate Championship: 10th of 11
April 30 Little State Meet: 2nd of 13
Pole vaulter makes history
1988 was the year
that a Butler pole
vaulter cleared 16 feet
for the first time in
school history. The
feat was accomplished
by sophomore Greg
Pietz at the Indiana Lit-
tle State Track and
Field Championships.
Pietz cleared 16-2 to
break his own school
record by over a half-
foot to win the event by
more than a-foot-and-
a-half.
His efforts earned
him the Outstanding
Male Field Event Ath-
lete at the meet by a
vote of coaches.
Pietz was not the
only Butler field star at
the meet. Junior Jeff
Williams saved his best
effort of the season for
the championships by
jumping a personal
best 6-7 in the high
jump.
Other top perform-
ers included freshman
David Graves' fourth
place finish in the stee-
plechase and third
place finish in the
5,000 meter run. But-
ler's 400 meter relay
squad of sophomore
David Grant, sopho-
more Greg Roper,
freshman Rob Norton
and junior Duan Mc-
Coy finished second.
Senior Mark Strohm
took fourth in the dis-
cus with a personal
best 145-11 while jun-
ior Meredith Hopson
and sophomore Blade
Horral cleared 23 and
22 feet respectively in
the long jump.
As a whole, the team
finished second at Lit-
tle State.
By Kevin Lasky
Softball team
led by pitchers
Butler's Softball team
posted its second consecu-
tive 20 victory season fin-
ishing 20-16-1 in 1988.
The team was led by a
pair of pitchers: sophomore
Lynne Ittenbach and fresh-
man Angee Brauman. Itten-
bach finished at 11-9 with a
2.33 earned run average
while Brauman finished at
9-7 with a 1.40 earned run
average.
On the offensive end, sen-
ior Anne Dury, sophomore
Karen Woldahl and fresh-
man DeeDee Polman fin-
ished in double figures for
runs batted in.
Dury and senior Debby
Grimm were named to the
All-Midwestern Collegiate
Conference first team.
All but three seniors will
return next season. Gradu-
ating are Dury, Grimm and
Debbie newbold.
By Kevin Lasky
Team qualifies
for playoffs
The Butler baseball team
qualifed for the Midwestern
Collegiate Conference play-
offs for the first time in the
team's history. They did so
by taking three of four
games from St. Louis to fin-
ish second in the Western
Division.
Once again, senior Bruce
Stephens provided excite-
ment on the basepaths.
The speedy outfielder
broke his own school
record for stolen bases in a
season and added to his
school career record for
thefts.
End of the year results
were not available because
the playoffs did not take
place before the yearbook
went to print, however, sev-
eral other players were on
track to equal Butler bests
on the field.
Senior Bob Kent could
finish his career as Butler's
all-time winningest pitcher
as well as single season
complete games. Kent had
already taken over the top
spot for games and innings
pitched during a career at
Butler. Sophomore Dan
Qatlin also has a shot at
equaling the mark for com-
plete games in a season.
By Kevin Lasky
Katrina Seibert finishes anoth-
-c
er race despite being hobo'ed -^
by injuries. £
48
Seal of approval
Butler's women's cross country team got off to a fast
start, only to be slowed by injuries during the stretch run
of the 1987 campaign.
Led by freshman Mary Seal, the lady runners opened
team competition by capturing the Butler Invitational.
Seal, who won the race, also set the school record for a
runner at the national Collegiate Athletic Association Dis-
trict Meet (19:14 in the 5,000 meters), and posted an all-
time Butler best at the Manchester Invitational (18:36).
Seal won two other meets during the season and finished
10th at the Midwestern Collegiate Conference Meet.
Senior Captain Janalee Middendorf was named the
team's Most Valuable Performer pro'Wdlng a consistant
season and recording Butler's second best finish at the
MCC Meet.
Injuries hobbled freshmen Lindsey Smith and Katrina
Seibert throughout the season. Despite her set backs.
Smith earned the team's Mental Attitude Award.
Butler finished second at the Indiana Intercollegiate
Meet and placed third at both the Manchester and the
Taylor Invitationals.
Unfortunately, injuries limited Butler to four runners
who were able to finish the MCC Meet. Five are needed
before a team score can be recorded.
By Kevin Lasky
Bob Stalcup
ar above, Mary Seal runs in a class by herself as she lead Butler to another victory.
\bove, members ofthe women s cross country team are: first row, Julia Callender, Katrina Seibert,
1ary Seal and Lindsey Smith; second row. Coach Tim Creason, Laura Shurr, Janalee Middendorf,
\nita Grover and horeen Doherty.
Women's Cross
Country
At lUPUl — ft Wayne Hokum
Karem:
(Do team scores kept)
Butler Invitational: 1st of 4
At Ball State Invit.: 5th of 5
At Taylor Invitational: 3rd of 8
At Manchester Invit.: 3rd of 8
Butler 21, Indianapolis 34
At Lake Front Inv.: 7th of 11
At Indiana Intercollegiates: 2nd
of 15
Manchester 24, Butler 31
Midwestern Collegiate Conf.:
DFIF
AT riCAA District IV: no team
score
Bulldogs catch
crowd oflF-guard
Butler basketball caught
everyone off-guard during
the 1987-88 season.
In what was termed a re-
buildling year by most, the
Bulldogs built a 10-4 start
in a most unpredictable
season. They finished 14-
14 overall and 5-5 in the
Midwestern Collegiate Con-
ference.
Sole returning starter,
junior Darrin Fowlkes, re-
ceived help from fifth-year
senior Chad Tucker and a
cast of new faces in the ear-
ly going.
One of the early victories
came against #16 Iowa St.
at the Blade Classic tourna-
ment in Toledo, Ohio. The
last minute victory came
when Fowlkes brought the
ball to the top of the key
and passed it to Tucker,
who layed it in to win 78-76.
Fowlkes averaged 17.4
points per game, and Tuck-
er returned fi-om last year's
season-ending shoulder
separation to average 24.1
points and pass Darren Fitz-
gerald career point total to
become Butler's all-time
leading scorer.
Freshmen John Karaffa,
John Shoup and junior
transfer Thad Matta
cracked the starting lineup
this season. Matta gave a
helping hand, dishing out
100 assists for the season,
becoming only the seventh
Butler eager to pass the
century mark.
Butler's claim to fame
switched from Fitzgerald's
three-point shooting of
1986-87 to free throw
shooting. As a team, Butler
shot a school record 79.9
percent to lead the nation.
Individually, Tucker shot
87 percent from the charity
stripe eioht other Bulldogs
shot 70 pe'-cent or better
from the line.
Tucker was named to the
All MCC First Team and re-
ceived team MVP honors.
Fowlkes received All-MCC
Second Team honors and
junior Jody Littrell received
the team's Hilton U. Brown
Award for team leadership
and mental attitude.
All was not rosey for the
Bulldogs. Coach Joe Sex-
son suffered a mild stroke
late in the season, missing
the final three games of the
season. Assistant Coach
Doug Mitchell took the
helm for the final three
games and earned his first
victory against Eastern Ken-
tucky.
Sexson will return along
with most of his players for
the 1988-89 season.
By Kevin Lasky
Mitchell Surface
Far above, Thad Matta fights to keep possession of the ball.
Above, members of the 1987-88 Men's Basketball team are: graduate assistant Fred Boger,
Assistant Doug Mitchell. Jody Littrell. Chad Tucker, Darren Fowlkes, Jeff Thomas, Coach Joe
Sexson. Middle row: Trainor Ralph Reiff, John Shoup, Thad Matta, Rick Donovan, Greg Hisiel,
David Herbert, Assistant nick Davis. Top row: manager Brad McKinney, John naraffa, Brett Ether-
ington. Rick Berry, Chad Fordyce, and Graduate Assistant Chris Givens.
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Chad Tucker goes up for a
>S shot.
Jody Littrell, a native of Colum-
bus, Ind., strains with the effort
of keeping control of the ball.
Far left. Rodney Haywood checks
through his options.
Left. Chad Tucker goes for broke and
takes the shot.
John Shoup takes a run for it.
Assistant Coach Doug Mitchell runs the team for
Joe Sexson at the MCC Tourney. Se.xson suffered a
mild stroke and missed the last threegames ofthe
season.
Lady Bulldogs
finish third
It has taken four years to
transform Butler's division
II powerhouse into a divi-
sion I contender, but Coach
Russ Sarfaty has finally
done it.
The lady Bulldogs posted
their first winning season
since 1982-85, finishing 5-5
and third in the Midwestern
Collegiate Conference and
14-2 overall.
The offense was led by
senior Pam Schiefelbein
(12.3 points/game), junior
Martha Kondolski (11.7)
and sophomore Shelley
Roby (11.0). Feeding the of-
fense was Butler's all-time
assist leader Melissa Kil-
gore. The fiflh-year senior
was ranked 7th nationally
with a Butler single season
mark of 195 and finished
with 584 assists for her ca-
reer.
Individually, Roby set the
mark for the most consecu-
tive fi'ee throws made at 17,
with the middle 13 coming
against Evansville. She also
led the MCC while shooting
56.8 percent from the floor
including a record 15 con-
secutive baskets.
From long-range, Schie-
felbein set the pace hitting
5 in one half aginst India-
napolis and shooting a per-
fect 4-4 fi-om 3-point-land-
ing against Detroit.
Schiefelbein and Kon-
dolski were named All-MCC
Second Team.
By Kevin Lasky
The 1987-88 Women's Basketball team are left to right:
Sheryl filler, Laura Carroll, Erika McCoy. Shelley Roby,
nikki Anderson, Stephanie Webb, Sandy tlawkins, Melissa
Kilgore, Pam Schiefelbein, Beth tloffmeister. Angle Ander-
son. Martha Kondalski, Dee Dee Harriett. Men pictured are
Roger Grossman, manager; Coach Russ Sarfaty, Assistant
Coach Whitney Marshall, Matt Yoder.
Martha Kondalshi takes a
jump shot against H right
State.
Stephanie Webb dribbles dc- n
the court in a game against 5:
Louis.
56
Butler players await the rebound.
They are Melissa Kilgore. Martha
Kondalshi, Shelley Roby and
Stephanie Webb.
The Butler mascot cheers on
the team at the homecoming
Football Game.
Mascot's history
unearthed
Here's the authentic sto-
ry, unearthed for the first
time from the campus ar-
chives, of why they call em
Bulldogs:
In the days before the war
Butler's athletic foes for
many years were drawn
principally from the Indiana
College Athletic League
known as the ICAL and in-
cluding Butler, DePauw,
Earlham, Franklin, Hano-
ver, Rose Poly and Wabash.
Franklin, being a neigh-
bor and always putting out
a peppery brand of fight,
was a particular rival for
Butler.
The year 1919 was a sore
one for Butler. There was
no regular varsity coach fol-
lowing the SATC season of
1918, and Butler was de-
feated by several teams
that never since have sur-
passed the Blue. But the
defeats seemed only to
stimulate the student body,
and after the season, large-
ly through undergraduate
initiative, the Butler athletic
renaissance began.
As the carnage in 1919
proceeded, Butlerites not
only tired of slaughter, but
tired of the name "Chris-
tians " for the football team.
They thought it undignified
and not suited for the occa-
sion.
The annual game with
Franklin, known as the Bap-
tists, rolled around. John
Thurber, Franklin coach,
was a particular pet peeve
for Butler. Any sarcasm cat-
apulted toward Thurber
would be received with de-
light by the Blue. The Butler
student paper at that time
was a weekly. Alex Cavins
was editor and he had a
small but fertile-minded
group of helpers. George
Dickson was staff cartoon-
ist. It was realized by all
hands that something
"hot
" must be conceived
for the weekly pep session
in addition to Professor
Johnson's usual just be-
fore the battle" talk with its
inevitable classic opening.
A Butler fraternity had a
bulldog named Shimmy.
(You couldn't shake him.)
Me wandered into the Colle-
gian office the night before
publication. "Hey, " said
somebody. "There's the
idea." Much conference.
Result: a big page one car-
toon by Dickson showing
Shimmy, the bulldog, la-
beled "Butler," taking a big
bite out of the pants seat of
a figure labeled "John the
Baptist." The caption was:
"Bring on That Platter, Sa-
lomel"
The name "Bulldogs "
stuck. Incidentally, Shim-
my, the Bulldog, did engage
a Franklin mongrel in com-
bat between halves the fol-
lowing Saturday at Franklin.
So when you yell: "Sic
'em. Bulldogs!" on the next
play, recall wtiat progress
Butler has made since the
days of the massacres of
the Christians.
— Source: 1928
Butler-riotre Dame Basket-
ball program.
Sports Year, 1987-88
Overall Conference Conference
Team Record Record Standing
Cross Country (Men) 3-0 NA 2nd
Cross Country (Women) 1-1 NA DMF
Football (Men) 8-1-1 4-0-1 1st
Golf (Men) 2-2 NA 5th
Tennis (Women) 11-2 3-0 2nd
Volleyball (Women) 16-15 3-2 1st
Basketball (Men) 14-14 5-5 3rd-T
Basketball (Women) 14-12 5-5 3rd-T
Swimming (Men) 2-7 1-1 3rd
Swimming (Women) 3-5 2-0 4th
Baseball (Men) 2nd*
Softball (Women) 20-16-1 1-2 3rd
Tennis (Men) 11-7 4-1 2nd
Track and Field (Men) 2-1 NA NA
John Karaffa goes in for a lay-
up.
Janos Horvath
The experiences
and expertise of Dr.
Janos Morvath are well
known not only to peo-
ple in the Butler com-
munity but also to
people throughout the
United States. Dr. Hor-
vath, a professor of
economics at Butler, is
greatly prized as a
speaker throughout
the country and has
been asked many
times to testify before
Congress on econom-
ic matters as a mem-
ber of the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee. He
holds PhD's in Politi-
cal Economy and In-
temational Trade and
Economic Theory and
loves to tell others of
his experiences in
hopes that they will
benefit from his ac-
quired knowledge.
That, says Dr. Hor-
vath, is why he is a uni-
versity professor.
Dr. Horvath s past
experiences contrib-
ute directly to his pre-
sent. His 35 years in
Hungary have had a
profound impact on
the way he views life
and the economic sys-
tem in the United
States. Having lived in
a society which does
not have a representa-
tive form of govem-
ment or a free market
system. Dr. Horvath
appreciates the United
States. His goal was
the same in Hungary
as it is here: to make
the system better. He
does this through his
lee; Li res to students
and anyone else who
is interested by teach-
ing them how to make
better decisions. As
Dr. Horvath says,
"Economics is every-
where," and because
of this the free market
applies in many differ-
ent situations. For ex-
ample, here at Butler
students are allowed
to select their own
classes and profes-
sors. This is an exam-
ple of the free market
system at work, and
Dr. Horvath says that
good information
drives out bad infor-
mation, allowing stu-
dents to choose the
best professors. By do-
ing this, the market
regulates itself, keep-
ing the good profes-
sors and eliminating
the mediocre ones. If
Dr. Horvath's law
holds true; then, judg-
ing by his popularity
he will remain at But
ler many more years.
By Greg Weeks
Far above, Dr. James Watt discusses
a student's record with the English
department secretary.
Above, Spanish professor Linda Wil-
lem works with student Cindy Dor-
man.
I^ight, Professor Carlson works in the
lab.
/Melissa Foster
This Fine arts professor goes over
some last minute details at the
secretary's desk before leaving for
class.
Kellv Dobbs
Robert Boop, Peer Interaction Project Director
Administration
"The Peer Interaction Project
represents an excellent opportuni-
ty for faculty to become acquainted
with other programs of other insti-
tutions which are similar in size to
Butler." — Robert Boop
"The large number of new stu-
dents is exciting for the university.
It makes us look really good." —
Judy Long
"We are here to help Butler's stu-
dents, even after they graduate."
— Barbara Rogers
"The Division of Student Affairs
is working closely with the Board of
Trustees' Student Affairs Commit-
tee and appropriate departments
on a developmental approach to
enrollment management." — Vivi-
an Knezevich, dean
Admissions counselor Carroll liirchner with
secretary Judy Long.
Above, Dean ofAdmissions Stephen J. Busfiouse
with his son at the Top Dog Game.
Left, Barbara Rogers ofCareer Planning and Place-
ment works with an alum.
Above, Dr. Paul Valliere. former dean of Univer-
sity College.
Right. Dr. William Pieher discusses the out-
standing freshman award with a colleague.
students participate in an aerobics woriiout as
part of the university core requirement, lifetime
fitness.
University College
Richard Miller copies materials for his Change
and Tradition course.
"I am currently thinking
about two things which are al-
ways occupying my mind. The
first is teaching Butler stu-
dents. The other thing that is
taking up my spare time is the
millenium of the Russian Or-
thodox Church. It is something
which is going to send ripples
around both the Christian and
non-Christian world." — Dr.
Paul Valliere
"I know this doesn't have
anything to do with my depart-
ment, but I am excited about
the upcoming changes and tra-
dition trip to China. I was born
in China, and I think it will be
fun being able to go with a But-
ler group." — Dr. Martha Wal-
ler
"University College has be-
gun the task of devising a stra-
tegic plan to carry out the rec-
ommendations of the
University College/Core Cur-
riculum Task Force report. The
first step in the process is be-
ing undertaken by the Core
Curriculum Council, com-
posed of 10 faculty members,
two Student Assembly repre-
sentatives and the dean." —
Marilyn K. Spencer, dean
tiank Feeser prepares for his class.
Business Administration
"I'm glad to be back at my
alma mater." — Dr. Hage-
boeck
"Both the graduate and un-
dergraduate curricula have
been completely restructured
in keeping with the recommen-
dations of the task force, and
in compliances with AACSB
standards. The undergraduate
curriculum includes more em-
phasis on liberal arts and com-
munications. It includes the
unique 'spine' of laboratory
courses envisioned by the task
force, with more emphasis on
career awareness, computers
and decision-making and inte-
gration of materials across the
curriculum. Graduate and un-
dergraduate enrollments con-
tinue to grow." — Jack L. Eng-
ledow, dean
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Above, Dean Jack L. Engledow.
Left, H.S. Main, is a professor in ttie
college of Business Administration.
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Aboi'e, Wendy Boehike, education major, stud-
ies in her room at SchwiUer Hall.
Right, Dr Robert tiessong discusses class with
a student
Dean Joseph F. Lamberti welcomes a prospec-
tive student and his family.
College of Education
"I'm excited about the new
beginning teacher internship
program. We have been work-
ing diligently with the students
as part of the Governor's A +
program." — Martha Zetzl
"The continuing planning
process in the college has cen-
tered around a number of sig-
nificant developments that
serve to push us into the future
with a strong and balanced
foundation. Specialized sum-
mer school offerings focused
on innovative programs for
teachers in math, science and
reading. Faculty members are
pursuing the revamping of our
secondary education pro-
gram." — Joseph F. Lamberti,
dean
Dance majors are puzzled by their assignment
in anatomy and physiology.
Below, Patty Wheeler is working on a project
with biology professor. Dr. James Berry.
Melissa Foster
Liberal Arts and Sciences
"The joint student-faculty collo-
quium on Plato's Republic is particu-
larly interesting this year. This is
probably the second or third year
now that the two departments (reli-
gion and philsophy) have made a
combined effort. The class consists
of five instructors instead of one and
the class situation is a joint discus-
sion between students and instruc-
tors. " — Dr. Malcomb Clark
"Butler is extremely different than
when I was a student here. The
building is different, almost every-
thing is different. But I enjoy my job,
and the students coming in and talk-
ing with me. " — Sue flinkle
"We are excited about the new En-
glish graduate program or MA de-
gree. We have been working togeth-
er to change the program. " — Dr.
William Walsh
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Above. Dr. Malcolm Clark prepares to teach The
Bible", which satisfies the humanities requirement for
the core curriculum.
Sue tlinkle. secretary for the biological sciences de-
partment, enjoys her Job. especially the interaction
with students.
Melissa Foster
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Above, students work in the organic lab.
Right, Linda Walsh, a second-yearpharmacy
major, studies in human anatomy class.
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Dr. T. Lee Hageboeck is the master-mind
betiind the pharmacy computer lab.
Pharmacy
"The College of Pharmacy
challenges us to learn the
most we can about our field.
Overall, the material is very in-
teresting although the labs are
sometimes hard to get
through." — Linda Walsh
"The college will undergo an
accreditation review in Sept.
1988, and as a result, an inter-
nal self-study has been initiat-
ed. The self-study will include
some recommendations made
by the Pharmacy Task Torce. A
complete report from this self-
study is due in the offices of
the American Council on Phar-
maceutical Education on Aug.
1, 1988." — Robert A. Sand-
mann, dean
Third-year pharmacy majors Julie Flick, Beth
tlarnishfegerand Ellen tiarned work at compos-
ing medication in lab.
Right, piano and voice students rehearse in one
of Lilly Hall s practice rooms.
Below, Richard D. Osborne, head of the music
department, takes advantage of modem tech-
nology.
Jordan College of Fine Arts
"Attention has focused on
Clowes Memorial Hall Cele-
brating its 25th anniversary
season in 1987-88. A gala ben-
efit featuring internationally
acclaimed dancer Rudolf Nure-
yev on Jan. 27; a recital by
mezzosoprano Marilyn Home,
and a performance by the
Bayanihan Philippine Dance
Company highlight the sched-
ule. Pianist Andre Watts and
the Oslo Philharmonic Orches-
tra opened the season. Clowes
Memorial Hall has also under-
gone administrative reorgani-
zation." — Jack L. Eaton, dean
ftc//> D. Dobbs
Kelly D. Dobbs
Susie Selby, a fashion merchandising major and flute
minor, gets away from it all in a practice room at Lilly.
Kelly D. Dobbs
"Manuscripts" is an
award-winning literary
magazine produced ev-
ery semester by students
with the advice and guid-
ance of the English de-
partment faculty.
The staff of manu-
scripts this year were:
Linda LeRoy, editor; Ed
Steele, junior editor;
nancy Walden, assistant
editor; Susan Fieville, fac-
ulty advisor.
Other staff members
include: Angle Beumer,
Lynn Pikaiek, Dawn
Hutchison, Leslie Filter
and Rebecca Lee Home.
Included in the 1987-
1988 issue of Manu-
scripts are poems and
short stories written by
students in class or on
their own.
Titles include: 'Blank
Page" by DavkTi Hutchin-
son; "Black Rose" by J.
Christopher Rahe; "The
Tower" by Tori Kensing-
ton; "The Knowledge of
Me" by Angle Beumer;
"WindouTjane" by Dawn
Hutchison; "Sunday Tia-
val Attack by Linda Le-
Roy, and "Of Pease Por-
ridge, Fat Hens, Pies and
More" by Joanne Kea-
ton.
Also, "Screaming Ban-
shee " by Christopher
Rahe; "! Think 1 Cried A
Lot" by Darrin Deany; "A
Downtown Milwaukee
Apartment ' by RSQ;
Confessions of a Ro-
mance novelist" by Kim
Stamm; "A Young Man
named Park" by Tess
Redding; "Mother of
Terminator" by Ginger
German, and "The Fan"
by Dawn Hutchison.
Also, "The City Wom-
an" by Tess Redding; "1-
65" by Carl Bohlin;
"Thoughts' by RSG;
"Walter Cronkite was my
Father: A Post Modem
Memoir" by Tori Ken-
sington; "Sometimes 1
Get a Feeling of Some-
thing " by Jodi BIoss;
"Frank and Beans" byAI-
bro Daniels; "Envious
Clelene" by Anne Kaiser-
Harryman; "A Layout for
Old-Fashioned Poets" by
Anne Kaiser-Harryman,
and "Society Hates the
night" by Melissa
Smither.
Also, "Jack's Life" by
Catherine Mason; "Life,
the Universe, and Every-
thing " by Doug Lunsford;
Connor's Pond " by Carl
n. Bohlin; "Previews " by
Susan Benson; "The Bal-
lad of Henry James and
Thomas Wolfe " by R.
Saalfrank; "Golden
Beauty " by Todd Michael
Wilms; "The Eve' Syn-
drome " by Kristin
Koessler; "The River " by
Black Rose
by J. Christopher
I journey through my dreams
to the gallows of love
dangling from a rope
in a land v/ithout hope
I see in the hangman's glove
a black rose
This ebony flower
seems to hold some power
I stand transfixed
staring at this dark wonder
1 see the cause of my pain
1 hear the roaring of thunder
and feel the teardrop rain
Sentenced to death
by this botanical tyrant
black as coal
That ravaged my heart
and destroyed my soul
and yet . . .
As God only knows
whatever its color
it's still a rose
1 journey back from my dream
Years older and much wiser
In my hand
is that beautiful rose
turned crimson once again.
A Lament for Old-fashioned Poets
by Anne Kaiser Harryman
There once was a time for rhyme.
But now that our verse is free
The poet whose words hold together
Like a fine fitting glove of leather
Is dismayed and worried to see
That such verse will bring her no fee.
Dawn Hutchison; "Trivial
Matters " by Kristin
Koessler; "Black As
Coal' by Dawn Hutchi-
son, and "Grace " as Les-
lie Sack.
Thoughts
by RSG
A rio Passing Zone
Leafless trees in
the distance
Drowsily driving
The City Woman
by Tess Redding
Megan lit another cigarette and fin-
ished setting the table. She had been
late getting back from church, and
Mrs. Oakey would be there any min-
ute. Megan didn't want to be unpre-
pared.
She had stretched her librarian's
salary to the limit and planned an ex-
pensive luncheon, even though she
knew it wouldn't take much to im-
press anyone from this backwater
Tennessee town she had been living
in for eight months. Seafood salad,
cheese souffle, fresh croissants. "Can
this woman be bought?" Megan won-
dered as she refolded the napkins.
Would she marry Taylor if his mother
continued to hate her? Would Taylor
marry her? "He's sweet and loving, "
Megan thought, "but he can't stand
up to his mother. It's going to be up to
me.
"
The doorbell rang. Megan snuffed
out her cigarette and went to greet her
guest. She put on her brightest smile
and opened the door wide. Mrs. Oa-
key, a small stiff woman, clutched her
large white vinyl handbag, and did not
smile back. She looked around the
apartment slowly, raising and lower-
ing her eyes and turning her head as if
she were an official inspector making
a formal assessment. Mrs. Oakey stiff-
ened even more when she saw the
two large bookcases overflowing with
literature.
"I'm glad you came, " Megan said.
"Please have a seat. " She pointed to
the sofa.
"Thank you. I'll sit here." Mrs. Oa-
key perched herself on the edge of the
green wingback chair and held her
purse tightly in her lap.
"May I get you something to drink
before lunch? "
"1 don't drink. Hone of the Oakeys
do. " She stared at Megan. "I know
that you do though. Don't let me stop
you. " Mer eyes accused.
"Mrs. Oakey, I only drink beer with
pizza. 1 don't think that makes me
much of a drinker. Besides, I didn't
mean anything alcoholic. 1 meant
iced tea or a soft drink. "
"No thank you," was the stem re-
ply-
"Then shall we have lunch? " Me-
gan went to the dining table and
pulled out a chair. "Please sit here. "
Still clutching her purse, Mrs. Oakey
moved to the table and sat silently.
"1 hope you like what I've prepared.
There's shrimp and crabmeat ..."
"Where's your kids? " Mrs. Oakey
interrupted.
"They're playing next door. 1
thought we needed to be alone to
talk.
"
"Mo need to talk much. 1 know what
you want. " She paused and looked
Megan in the eye. "You want Taylor.
You want to a man with money in the
bank to help you raise your two kids. "
"Mrs. Oakey, " Megan protested,
"money has nothing to do with it. Tay-
lor and 1 love each other. You've
known that for four months. "
"He don't know you. You're a city
woman. He's not used to women like
you, women who already been mar-
ried and has kids, women who drink
and smoke. " Megan saw Mrs. Oakey
nod toward the dirty ashtray on the
sideboard as if she were presenting
evidence to a jury.
"1 do not understand your objec-
tions, Mrs. Oakey. Isn't it important
that Taylor and I love each other? "
"He don't know you, and you don't
know our ways. "
"1 have been living in this town long
enough to know your ways pretty well.
And as for Taylor, we have been to-
gether almost every day for six
months, and 1 think I know him as
well as anyone. He is open and honest
and sensitive. He has let me read his
poems and short stories, and he said
that soon I could help him write his
novel. He has shared his most private
thoughts with me. "
"That's wrong, can't you see? You
encourage him to do that wasteful wri-
tin'. It took his daddy a long time to
talk him into takin' a job at the factory
and now you're confusin' his mind.'
"Writing is not wasteful and Taylor
has a gift for it. "
"You city woman, what do you
know about this town, about our
lives? You can't make no livin' wri-
tin'.
"
"Maybe not here, but in other
places ..." The doorbell rang. Me-
gan was grateful.
It was Taylor, his tall, thin frame
leaning against the doorjamb, as he
wrote in his small, leather-bound
notebook. "Hi, honey," he said, slid-
ing his pen into his shirt pocket.
"You're early. We haven't even eat-
en yet." Megan stepped into the hall
outside her apartment and lit a ciga-
rette.
"How's Mama? She all right? "
"She's fine, but, Taylor, she's never
going to like me. She doesn't like any-
thing about me and she thinks I'm
using you. "
"Now, Megan honey, I've told you
before that you'll have to be patient
with Mama. She means well. I'm sure
she'll come around eventually. "
Megan looked at him. her voice
came slowly and deliberately. "How
long are you willing to wait?
"
"You know 1 can't hurt Mama. "
"But you can hurt me? "
"Mow honey, nobody has to be
hurt. Just give Mama some time. "
There was silence between them.
Avoiding her eyes, Taylor shifted ner-
vously. Megan waited for a response.
Finally there was a sigh of resignation
and Taylor walked past her into the
apartment.
"Come on. Mama, let's go home.
It's time. "
Mrs. Oakey paused as she passed
Megan. "I'm keepin' my boy at home
where he belongs, " she said trium-
phantly.
"You go on. Mama. I'll be there in a
minute. " Taylor turned to Megan but
she had already gone into the apart-
ment and closed the door.
He leaned against the doorjamb
and took out his little, leather-bound
notebook. In it he wrote, "Research
on city woman ended. For novel,
change name to Morgan."
student
Assembly
The Student Assembly has once
again proven itself to be a vital part of
Butler University. It is the student gov-
ernment of the campus and it is where
students can voice their own opinions
about issues that concern them here
at Butler. The 1987-88 Student As-
sembly officers were Mark Barriklow,
president; Shannon Steele, first vice
president; Liz Allen, second vice presi-
dent; Julie James, treasurer; and
Krissy Kosar, secretary.
The Student Assembly worked hard
to put on a number of successful
events this year. The All-riighter took
place in the fall, and was well attend-
ed. It included free games and food,
plus a special performance by a co-
median. The Student Assembly also
offered free movies each weekend in
Jordan Hall and sponsored the annu-
al ski trip. They closed the year with a
fun-filled spring weekend.
Program Board chairpersons
worked hard with the officers to run
these events. The chairpersons were
Laurie Squire, Matt McKee, Shawn
Dullaghan, Kate Healey, Ginger Ger-
man, Luanne Johnson, Angle Stemle,
and Renee Denauit. All the represen-
tatives deserve credit for making this
another successful year.
Oreg Weeks
Far above, during Student Assembly's annual
Spring Weekend, a Reggea Band entertains stu-
dents under the Big Top.
Above, Student Assembly officers: Shannon
Steele, first vice president; Mark Barricklow, presi-
dent; Julie James, treasurer, and Shawn Dul-
laghan, program board chairperson.
Right, Angle Stemle, a junior tiappa tiappa Gam-
ma, runs the show at the SA All-nighter
Far above, just when you thought it was safe to
go into Atherton the SA All-nighter, ' Roa-
min' Atherton. "
Above, students enjoy the picnic under the Big
Top during Spring Weekend.
Greg Weeks
Collegian
Vickie Murphy, managing editor of "The Colle-
gian ' ' was named editor tor the 1988-89 school
year. Above, she loolis over a page before it
goes to press.
Kelly Dobbs
Joe Dits, editor, works on placing copy on the
front page layout
l^ews editor Julie Brescia crops a photo for the
next day's issue.
Ivertising and Marketing Manager Liz Allen
kes a breal< on a busy Sunday afternoon.
Kelly Dobbs
PI
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Cheerleaders
Butler cheerleaders give it their all at a home
ball game.
Cheerleaders and Honeys blend into the crowd
during the Top Dog football game.
Cindy Larkey
Cindy Larkey
This cheerleader is having a friendly argument
with the Butler mascot during the Top Dog
game.
Band,
Honeys
During the fall season, the marching band and
honeys are an integral part of the Butler foot-
ball program, performing at half-times. The
band, along with the honeys, cheerleaders and
mascot also add excitement to basketball
games by getting the tlinhle crowd involved.
Right, the band performs during half-time at the
Top Dog games.
Below. John nelson directs the band in the
stands.
Below right, Melissa Dollins participates in a
Moneys' practice session.
L
Cindy Larkey
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The honeys, like other athletic groups, practice
hard before the games. On this page are pho-
tos talicn at one of many practice sessions.
Cindy Larkey'
Cindy Lartiey
YMCA
Events
The YMCA had another productive
year contributing to Butler University.
The YMCA sponsors many events at
Butler with the best attended being
Freshman Weekend, Geneva Stunts,
and Spring Sing. Other things the
YMCA provides are the Blue Books,
chapel services, direction sports, the
ride board, and the Outstanding
Freshman Aw/ard.
The YMCA was led by officers who
worked hard to present YMCA events.
Officers were: Shannon McQlade,
president; Matt Lewis, 1st vice presi-
dent; Debbie Waidelich, 2nd vice pres-
ident; Lisa Quendling, treasurer; Kelly
Stevens, secretary; and JelT Holde-
man, NASY representative. They were
advised by Laura Ott, who was pre-
sented vAth a plaque at Spring Sing
for her outstanding efforts on behalf
of YMCA.
The final achievement of the year
for YMCA was receiving the Lamp of
Wisdom Award. This award is given to
a student organization that has made
commendable contributions in the
way of service to the community and
the university. The YMCA won for their
work with the QiAang Tree program.
By Jenny Cashen
Far above, the student Yf^CA representatives
have an informal meeting.
Besides all-campus events like
Geneva Stunts and Spring Sing,
the YMCA campus chapter
sponsored a car wash this year
to raise money.
Drift has
staff
troubles
Once again. The Drift struggled
through trials and tribulations that
have unfortunately become typical for
the Butler yearbook.
Following in the footsteps of former
yearbook staffers (through the past
few years) many editors and writers
who began the year holding responsi-
bilities, abruptly dropped them when
the first deadlines rolled around.
Those faces seen around the office
(albeit briefly) included: Jodi Bona-
marte, business manager; Bill Howell,
advertising manager; Cindy Larkey,
photo editor; Lisa McQinley, housing
editor; Mark Wasdovich, photo editor;
Sara Sams, photo editor.
Those who stuck through until the
end (or at least close til the end)
were: Lisa Wilson, housing editor;
Jenny Cashen, groups editor; Susie
Selby, campus life, and Melissa Fos-
ter, seniors editor.
Those who actually stuck through
until the bitter end were: Kevin Lasky,
sports editor and advertising; Greg
Weeks, general staff, and Pam Morice,
production manager. Editors Kelly
Dobbs and Melinda Gilbert greatly ap-
preciated their help and support.
Despite obvious problems, the
book was finished before the deadline
at the end ofJune by Dobbs, who took
over full responsibilities at the end of
the academic year. The 1988 book is
the first in many years that has been
distributed on schedule.
The theme of this book, "fleard it
through the grapevine" was chosen
with the political scandals, Iran-Con-
tra hearings, the media's watchdog-
ging and the popularity of the Califor-
nia Raisins in mind.
Hopefully, readers will overiook the
obvious faults — like missing group
shots and housing units without copy
— by keeping in mind that a few peo-
ple can't adequately do the job of 20
people.
There is a lot in the 1988 book to be
proud of, but the most important
thing the editors want to see happen
is the beginning of a new tradition for
The Drift.
The yearbook is back on track, and
it is up to the next editor and the stu-
dent body to see that it stays there.
Those who want to help keep the
yearbook a vital part of the university
can contact Barb Ewing, editor of the
1989 Drift.
By Kelly D. Dobbs
Above, editor KellyDobbs is dazedby the unex-
pected workload that lack ofstaffcreated. She
takes a break by daydreaming.
Right, the theme of the 1988 Drift is "fleard it
through the grapevine", inspired by the popu-
larity of The California Raisins.
Kelly D. Dobbs
Kelly D. Dobbs
Kelly D. Dobbs
Above, editor Melinda Gilbert and production
manager Pam Morice really tiam it up.
Lambda Sigma Officers. Front row, Jennifer
Waugh, vice president; Dr. Woodruff, advisor;
Kent Rollison, president. Bacl^ row, Craig Daven-
port, reporter; Chandra Martin, historian; Katie
Wantz, secretary; Angela Loherke, historian;
Mike Goodnight, treasurer.
Lambda Sigma. First row, Heidi Harris, Susie
Selby, Kathy Beeson, nancy Spiker, Kim
Bridges, Stacey Shambles and Angela Loherke.
Second row, Jennifer Waugh, Kim Raines, Sheri
Podwell, Kent Rollison, Katie Wantz, Alicia Cor-
nelius and Tony Lanado. Third row, Craig Daven-
port, Candy Dugan, Trish Muse, Laurie Church,
Susan Thomas, Mike Goodnight, Mark McFa-
drich, Chandra Martin, Paul Uchida. Fourth row,
Terri Switzer, Matt McKee, Gigi Krusa, Jamie
Tungate, Dr. Woodruff, Rick Berry, Ron Menley
and Julie Drapalik.
FCA Chimes
Black Student Union. FYontrow, Lisa Hoover,
Yvette Bates and Valake Davidson. Middle row,
Eric Crosby, Audra Williams, Andrea Marshall,
Gary Byrd, Jennifer Jordan, Danelle Hammonds
and Ralston Simmons. Back row, Alonzo Seg-
wood, Tinya Fisher, Chris Barney, Dejuane Mc-
Coy and DeMarco Johnson.
Alpha Phi Omega, rirst row, Charlene ror-
gione, Julie Kratzer, Jennifer Shirk, Maureen
Smith, Marisa Watson, Tina Waymire and Su-
zanne Stoops. Second row, Suzie Weinrich, Lori
Birchall, Lisa Quendling, Julie James, Chari Mel-
son, Jennifer Jensen, Maria Michael, Heidi Harris
and Laura Burkey. Third row, Lisa Collins, Kim
Stone, Dr. Waller, Greta Shandle, Mell Martin,
Carl nelson and Mark Villanueva. Fourth row,
Sean Gaertner, Kristin Oeflfinger, Deb Mungan
and Ann Miebrugge.
Radio Fraternity Junior Class Officers. Jeff Hallum, treasurer,
president; Dannette Fitzgerald, secretary.
Pizazz is
Jordan Jazz
Pizazz started the year with change.
This year they became the Jordan
Jazz Singers. This music group prac-
ticed and performed at many Butler
and outside community functions.
In the fall, the Jordan Jazz Singers
sang at two homecoming events: the
lunch in the west gym and the class of
1937 Reunion. Also in October, they
did a two night concert in Lily Hall for
Parents' Weekend.
Christmastime brings Christmas
carols and more concerts. These in-
cluded one at a grade school and an-
other at the lUPUl Student Union
Building.
Spring also kept the Jordan Jazz
Singers busy. April 20, they traveled
to Fort Wayne to the I.U. Fort Wayne
campus for a Jazz festival. April 30
they performed for the Teacher's
Union at the Atkinson Hotel. They did
a concert at Clowes Hall with the Jazz
Band in May. They finished the year
with a concert at the Holiday Inn
Union Station.
This ever-improving group contin-
ues to entertain Butler students,
alumni, and the public with their tal-
ents.
By Jenny Cashen
Pizazz entertains at the alumni dinner, part of
the annual homecoming activities. This year
the dinner was held in tlinkle Fieldhouse.
Greg Weeks
Even after the destruction to Holcomb Gardens
caused by a late winter ice storm, residents of
the Butler-Tarkington neighborhood were at-
tracted by the beauty of the Carillon.
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Being isolated on a
small campus can
make it difficult for stu-
dents to keep in touch
with world, national
and local events —
whatever is in the
news.
Class loads and ex-
tracurricular activities
can also make it diffi-
cult of students to be
aware of campus
news.
Some students take
action by reading
newspapers and keep-
ing their eye open.
Others use the one
sure fire method of
keeping in touch —
the grapevine.
What did we hear
through the grape-
vine? Rumors, scan-
dals and a lot of gossip
always buzz around a
small community, but
this year the grapevine
really hummed.
It began on a small
scale with The Colle-
gian printing a column
called "Social
Scenes." But, scan-
dals are explosive.
Reporters nation-
wide uncovered one
political scandal after
another leaving the
damaged reputations
of Gary Hart, Bork, and
Jim and Tammy
Bakker in their wake.
Perhaps the biggest
scandal was the Iran-
Contra investigations
— the size of which
was rivaled only by
Watergate.
Those who made
the headlines: Wall
Street's Ivan Boesky,
who pleaded guilty to
trading on inside infor-
mation; Jim Bakker,
who was defrocked
over a tryst with a
church secretary; Rob-
ert McFarlane, former
national security advi-
sor who testified about
secret contra funding
schemes; Gary Hart,
who was accused of
adultery by media
watchdogs; Oliver
north, who was fired
ft-om the national se-
curity council for his
role in the Iranscam,
and Marine Clayton
Lonetree, who faced
spying charges over
embassy security
breaches in Moscow.
By Kelly D. Dobbs
^.lielly D. Dobbs
Students struggled to keep in touch with
the rumors buzzing through the grape-
vine. Above, this group ofRoss residents
share the Wall Street Journal. Right,
Scott Gorvetet and David Wachter Delta
Tau Delta, use Ma Bell to keep in touch.
Above, Dean Bushouse uses the
phone to keep his finger on the
pulse of the campus.
nive^'H^
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*July 1, 1987. Geoffrey Bannister
became Butler's new executive vice
president. The former dean of the Col-
lege of Liberal Arts and Sciences at
Boston University assumed full-time
duties on Jan. 1, 1988.
*September, 1987. The Class of
1991 becomes the final group of stu-
dents eligible to graduate with a
home economics degree from Butler.
*September, 1987. The number of
incoming freshmen was the highest in
23 years. The 593 freshmen are the
largest student class to enter Butler
since 1974.
*October 12, 1987. Sara Sams of
Alpha Phi was lavaliered to Keith Bar-
ton, Phi Kappa Psi, and Lori Birchall
was lavaliered to Scott Bearing, Sig-
ma Chi.
*Oct. 17, 1987. riorie Theofanis,
Kappa Alpha Theta, was crowned
Homecoming Queen.
*Oct. 23, 1987. The new 21 Club "
opened in the C-Club. It served alco-
hol to those of legal age from 2 to 7
p.m. Fridays.
*Oct. 26, 1987. Cindy Teiner,
Schwitzer Hall, and Garrett Gosselink,
Phi Delta Theta, were lavaliered.
*Nov., 1987. Volleyball team cap-
tures MCC championship, and Coach
Jona Braden as chosen MCC Coach of
the Year.
*Mov. 21, 1987. The men of Phi
Kappa Psi once again captured the
overall Geneva Stunts trophy along
with the women of Kappa Alpha Theta
on their theme, "Happily Ever After. "
*March, 1988. Broadcast Music,
Inc. nominated Concerto for Two Pi-
anos and Orchestra by Michael
Schelle, associate professor of music
composition at Butler for the 1988
Pullitzer Prize in music.
*March 2, 1988. Shawn Dullaghan,
sophomore mathematics major, was
elected president of Student Assem-
bly.
*March 11, 1988. Police arrested
two Butler students at the Greek Week
party downtown, one for public intoxi-
cation and one for disorderly conduct.
Eighteen others were ticketed for mi-
nors' consumption of alcohol.
*April 4, 1988. English professor
Dr. Howard G. Baetzhold announced
his retirement from teaching at the
end of the 1988 spring semester after
35 years of service to Butler.
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*April, 1988. Arthur Levin, asso-
ciate professor of journalism at But-
ler, has been selected as one of 16
winners of a weeklong ethics teaching
fellowship in Florida in May.
*April 8, 1988. Butler honored the
119 juniors and seniors nominated
for the 1988 Outstanding Student
Award at the Ritz Charles in Carmel.
Twenty of those students received
special honors as the top ten men
and top ten women on campus. Ste-
ven Ray Schultz, a senior political sci-
ence and history major from India-
napolis, was named the outstanding
male, and Florie Beth Theofanis, a
senior public and corporate commu-
nications major from Indianapolis,
was the outstanding female.
*April 11, 1988. Jordan College of
Fine Arts announced the retirement of
four faculty members. They were:
Martha Comick, professor of dance
and chairman of the dance depart-
ment; William Glenn, associate pro-
fessor of dance; Ann C. Harper, pro-
fessor of radio and television, and
Dorothy Munger, artist associate in pi-
ano.
*April 18, 1988. The Division of
Student Affairs placed seven students
on probation and issued official wam-
ings to seven others last week for
their involvement in the March Greek
Week party in which they were ticket-
ed for minors in possession of alco-
hol.

Iran
scam
rests on
Lt. North
Lt. Col. Oliver North, the
mastermind of the Iran-
Contra affair, was grilled
about every aspect of the
plan as well as the destruc-
tion of evidence. He cleared
the president by revealing
what Reagan knew of his ac-
tivities — very little.
Fawn Hall, North's former
secretary was granted im-
munity for her cooperation
at the Iran-Contra hearings.
The former model and one-
time girlfriend of a contra
leader's son admitted to fal-
sifying and shredding docu-
ments.
The committee asked her
what was in those docu-
ments and reviewed meet-
ings and telephone records
of her former boss. She
confirmed North's meetings
with former CIA director
William Casey to discuss
the arms deal.
Above left. Lt Col Oliver north
testifies before the Mouse and Sen-
ate Iran-Contra Committee, July
X3, 1987.
Left, Fawn Hall, north's personal
secretary listens to questions put
to her during her appearance be-
fore the Iran-Contra Committee,
June 8. 1987.
Right, former Colorado Sen. Qary
hart reentered the race for the
Democratic presidential nomina-
tion as he signed a declaration
that places his name on the new
Hampshire presidential primary
tiallot Hart gave into the media
later and resigned from the race.

50 students named Who's Who
The 1988 edition of Who's Who
Among Students in American Universi-
ties and Coileges will include the
names of 50 students from Butler Uni-
versity who have been selected as na-
tional outstanding campus leaders.
The individual campus nominating
committees and the editors of the an-
nual directory have included the
names of these students based on their
academic achievement, service to the
community, leadership in extracurricu-
lar activities and potential for contin-
ued success.
Butler students named this year are:
Julie A. Alexander, Elizabeth J.A. Allen,
Susan E. Baron, Mark E. Barricklow,
Tracy L. Barron, Yvette A. Bates, Kath-
erine M. Berdovich, Wendy Bohike, J.
Douglas Boles, Karen K. Bonine,
James W. Brown, Lloyd T. Butler.
Also, Debera M. Coy, Catherine S.
Daus, Renee K. Denault, Joseph C.
Dits, Kelly D. Dobbs, Michelle A. Ei-
chenberg, Curtis D. Franke, Debra D.
Gathercoal, Elizabeth B. Gee, Melinda
K. Gilbert, David J. Hall, Rebecca L.
Home.
Also, Kevin T. Lasky, Bradley R.
Lighty, Rodney A. McCune, Shannon A.
McQlade, Sondra L. Milnes, Debra K.
Mitchell, Brian L. Murray, Regina L.
riowicki, Sabrina L. Pfeiffer, Lynn M. Pi-
kalek, Briggs T. Pile, Joseph P. Poston.
Also, Deanna L. Roberts, Robert A.
Shroer, Molly J. Sena, Steven R.
Schultz, Shannon B. Steele, Raymond
M. Tantillo, Jill M. Taylor, Flori B. Theo-
fanis, Mike S. Thomas, Teresa Fi.
Trainor, Jaynellen Walsh, Patricia Q.
Wheeler, Amy B. Wicker and Toru Ya-
manishi.
Home economics dept. dropped
What happened to the Home complete their program if they for any questions.
Economics department? The Butler
Board of Trustees, after many pro-
gram reviews and discussions, vot-
ed to phase out the Home Econom-
ics programs at Butler University.
This means that the university is
no longer admitting freshman into
these areas. For those already in
the department, they m\\ be able to
maintain a "C" average in each
course in their major. Most stu-
dents in the department should
have no trouble completing the re-
quired courses since the current
levels of staffing as w/ell as upper-
level courses vAW be continued.
George Qeib, acting dean, sched-
uled a special registration forum
As far as the future of those who
wish to major in Fashion Merchan-
dising or Interior Design they may
have the opportunity to major in
marketing while taking other up-
per-level design and/or merchan-
dising classes.
By Susie Selby
Cindy Larkey
What's hot
what's not
Hot TV shows What's Not
The Cosby Show Izod
L.A. Law Polyester
The Gary Shandling High-top tennis shoes|
Show The layered look
Family Ties Loafers
Win, Lose or Draw
Hot Stars
What's Not Michael J. Fox
Dallas Cher
Falcon Crest Michael Douglas
Cagney and Lacey Whoopi Goldberg
Alf Dennis Quaid
Miami Vice Robin Williams
Glenn Close
Hot Movies
Fatal Attraction Who's Not
Moonstruck Cybil Shepherd
Good Morning, Bruce Willis
Vietnam Brooke Shields
Dirty Dancing Burt Reynolds
Baby Boom Sylvester Stallone
Three Men and a Baby |
Hot Musicians
What's Not U2
The Seventh Sign Cher
Rambo 111 Bruce Homsby
Friday the 13th, VII
The new Blood
Police Academy IV
Hamburger Hill
Hot Fashions
Short skirts
Over-sized jackets
A pair and a spare
(fashion eyewear)
Guess jeans
Reeboks
Wooden jewelry
John Mellencamp
Tiffany
Who's Not
Madonna
Michael Jackson
Prince
Cyndi Lauper
Remote Control
Television game shows
sure have come a long
way. From their Innocent
beginnings with To Tell
the Truth to the '60s scan-
dals, game shows have
reached a height with
MTV's newest version. Re-
mote Control.
Remote Control, MTV's
mockery of game shows,
is surprisingly entertaining
and a boost for teen view-
ers. This half-hour spoof
of game shows features a
living room setting (sup-
posedly the host's base-
ment), where three mostly
college-age contestants sit
in colored leather re-
cliners with remote con-
trols. The host. Ken Ober,
is (for lack of a better
word) utterly cool and
does his best when he ad-
libs instead of reading the
obvious cue cards. He has
apparently learned his
savvy from Wink Martin-
dale and Monty Hall,
whose pictures hang on
the wall behind him.
The game itself has the
contestants use their re-
mote controls to choose
from among channels with
different categories under
them.
During one show, the
categories included "The
Elvis Network," "The Ge-
nius Channel," "Celebrity
Cat scans," "Munster TV "
and my favorite, "The Per-
sonal Opinion Channel,
"
in which any answer will
do. (Example: Who would
make a better host than
unique game show
Bert Convy? Ronald Rea-
gan, because his hair nev-
er moves.)
For the audience (the
14-25 age group) Remote
Control is attracting, it's
all just harmless fun, with
nothing taken seriously—
except, of course, the
prizes, which range from
CD players to albums to
clothing.
Remote Control offers
typical game show themes
to keep up with its game-
show counterparts. The
show features a second
Vanna White in the co-
host nicholette, a semi-
punker who can't be older
than 17. Remote Control
also stays with tradition by
providing out-of-tune
background music that
would make Alex Trebek
of Jeopardy cringe if he
heard it.
The show offers its ovm
innovations to the game
show genre, too. To keep
contestants from unlikely
boredom the show has a
"Snack Break" in which
the competitors hold out
bowls and catch tons of
popcorn falling from the
sky. It's a fun gimmick but
an obvious waste of time.
Maybe if the producers
made that part competi-
tive — say: counting to
see who gets the most ker-
nels — it would at least
add meaning to that part
of the show.
In addition, if a contes-
tant hasn't acquired a cer-
tain number of points by
the end of Remote Con-
trol, his recliner gets
zapped away into the liv-
ing room wall — vsnth the
loser in it. Again this gim-
mick is funny at first, but it
gets old after a while.
The champion round
lets the winner try for a
grand prize, such as a car
or trip. This is where MTV
makes sure the contestant
really watches the channel
by having him identify
nine bands from nine vid-
eos.
1 almost forgot to men-
tion that during this, the
winner is strapped into a
Kraftmatic Adjustable
Bed.
By Michele Dickey
Mr. Keswin's athlete ballet class
really stretches those thighs.
Beetle-
juice
Question: What do you
get when you cross a Don's
Guns commercial with The
Exorcist?
Answer. "... the ghost
with the most, babe! " —
Beetlejuice!
Beetlejuice stars Qeena
Davis and Alec Baldwin as a
recently deceased young
couple who are having trou-
ble adjusting to the after-
life. Having neglected to
read their complimentary
Handbook for the Recently
Deceased, the Maitlands
aren't sure how to go about
scaring off a flaky New York
City couple who move into
and tastelessly redecorate
the Maitlands' Connecticut
home.
The audience enjoyed
Beetlejuice: The movie fea-
tures spectacular special ef-
fects that will gross you out
and make you laugh, and
Michael Keaton gives an in-
spired performance as the
rude, crude Betelgeuse,
who is disgustingly hilari-
ous! Director Tim Burton,
who was responsible for
Peewee's Big Adventure,
takes great pains to ensure
that the subtle wit within
the spoken script doesn't
get overpowered by the
more brutai wit of the many
sight gags in Beetlejuice.
Even though the ava-
lanche of special effects
may begin to wear on your
patience after a while. Bur-
ton succeeds in blending all
the elements together re-
ft-eshingly enough to sus-
tain laughter through the fi-
nal scenes.
By Dave Sigmund
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At the end of Rush
week, new pledges
moved themselves
from the dorm to
their new sorority
home. The follow-
ing morning, active
members of six so-
rorities lined up at
Ross Hall to find out
where they would live
for the fall semester.
With an increased
freshman enrollment
and a higher quota,
many houses were
overcrowded and
were forced to move
upperclassmen to
the dorm. Some stu-
dents were angered
that they were asked
to move out, but in
the end all involved
accepted the change.
The worry was
about what w/ill be
done in future years.
An increasing enroll-
ment forces a higher
quota for the soror-
ities which in turn
forces more mem-
bers to live out of the
house. As the houses
are crowded, the
dorms are quickly fill-
ing too. Many stu-
dents wondered how
soon it would be be-
fore Butler runs out
of rooms. According
to Doug Oblander,
Assistant Dean of
Students, Butler has
room for approxi-
mately 75 more stu-
dents, but there is a
question as to wheth-
er these are mens or
women's rooms.
A number of solu-
tions have been pro-
posed. One is to have
all freshmen live in a
dorm. A problem
with this is that the
sororities and frater-
nities will not be full.
Also there are not
enough dorm rooms
to accommodate that
many people. Anoth-
er option is to build
another dorm. If But-
ler continues to in-
crease enrollment,
then the possibility of
another dorm is
strong, but this can-
not take place for a
number of years. Un-
til then, sororities
and fraternities will
continue to deal with
their own housing
problems on a se-
mester to semester
basis.
Far above, this Happa gets involved in
dorm life while living at Ross residence
hall.
Above, Barb Tuescher, Kappa, studies in
her room at Ross.
Phi Delt John Housedeld pauses in the
hall outside his dorm room.
Alpha Chi Beth Brinkman and TKE
Kevin Stamm relax at Ross
Ross
Hall
Ross makes room
Ross Hall went through
some changes in 1987-
1988! yet many things
stayed the same.
Students returned to
school in the fall to freshly
painted rooms, new cur-
tains, a new phone system,
and many new and old
faces. Vandalism was down,
but occupancy was up.
When one of the largest
freshman classes entered
Butler in the fall of '87, Ross
was faced with making
room for more students
than ever before.
After Christmas break,
students once again re-
turned to their home away
from home to find some
changes. The lobby was re-
decorated with new carpet-
ing, lights, and wallpaper.
Mall government met on
Wednesday nights, and Bri-
an Murray was president for
a second term. The other
officers were: Bob Hoffman,
vice president; Jim Cher-
ney, vice president social-
Greg francis, vice president
of Hall Improvement; Jeff
Smith, treasurer, and Tim
Mihalik, secretary. Mall gov-
ernment, which added the
co-ed weight room last
year, added to the dorm
again this year. A new ice
Above right. Larry Fianto flexes his muscles after tah
ing a cold shower
Darren Fowlhes falls asleep in Ross.
machine was purchased for
the basement kitchen and
plans to buy a new televi-
sion for next year are under
way. Every Saturday night
hall govemment sponsored
a film series and during the
MCC basketball tourna-
ment, they rented a bus to
take residents to the game
at Market Square Arena to
cheer on the Bull Dogs,
many of whom were also
Ross residents.
ZOO'S annual pumpkin
sacrifice was canceled this
year, but Sigma Omega
Beta, an unofficial organiza-
tion, resurfaced.
Ross paired wdth Alpha
Chi Omega during Peer
Educators Week to play co-
ed football and came in sec-
ond. It paired with Alpha
Chi's once again and
placed second with their
"Education Across Ameri-
ca " theme in Geneva
Stunts.
Many residents were in-
volved in intramural sports,
varsity sports and other
campus organizations and
activities which have prov-
en them to be successful
and active in the function-
ing of Butler.
By Lisa Wilson
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Hall's first blitz
This year marked
Schwitzer's first annual
Winter Blitz. Held in Robert-
son, the Blitz included relay
games, a Mr. Cupid contest
and a dance.
Grand prize, a Chicago
weekend, was awarded to
Emily Myashita and her
guest, Mike Yamanishi. The
Blitz was only one of many
activities Schwitzer partici-
pated in throughout the
year.
Melissa Coss represented
Schwitzer as Melon Mania
Queen.
Schwitzer also sponsored
the annual alcohol "Jeop-
ardy" during Alcohol
Awareness Week. Paired
with the Sigma Chi's, they
had a smashing perfor-
mance in Geneva Stunts.
Their partners for Spring
Sing were the Lambda Chis.
The biggest problem
faced by Schwitzer this year
was high enrollment. This
meant a year of adjustment,
not only for Schwitzer, but
for the entire campus.
Schwitzer filled all available
rooms with 394 girls.
This year Schwitzer was
govemed by President Beth
Conley, Vice President Mon-
ica Hartwig, Secretary Suzy
Vachet and Treasurer Terri
Switzer.
By Lisa McQinley
Schwitzer
Hall
Even though it is the middle ofFebruary, Dawn Szabo
practices her volley outside of Schwitzer
Residents enjoy the first sun ofSpring by taking their
studies to the porch.
Kelly Dobbi
Lisa ncOinle)
Doug Lunsford, Phi Kappa Psi, plays Romeo to
Liz de Kanter's Juliet.
Schwitzerprovides a lobby area where students
may escape from the confines of their dorm
rooms to study.
Alpha Chi Alicia Cornelius is surprised to be
caught with Don Abel, Sigma Hu.
Alpha
Chi
Omega
Women
excel
With 32 women pledges,
the Alpha Chi Omega
house was filled in 1987-88.
The women were in-
volved in many areas on
campus. Alpha Chis, paired
with Ross, placed second in
Geneva Stunts and third in
Spring Sing, paired with the
men of Delta Tau Delta.
Kathy Case was named
Phi Delta Theta sweetheart
and Margie Carmack was
named Lambda Chi Alpha
crescent girl.
The women were also
very active in extracurricu-
lar activities. In 1987, Alpha
Chis were represented in
honoraries, service organi-
zations and athletics.
athletes
Deb Stauffer was named
Most Valuable Flayer on the
women's tennis team. Anne
Killilea was named Most
Valuable Player on the
swimming team, and Mar-
tha Kondalski was named
MCC player of the week for
basketball.
Alpha Chi Omega's third
annual frisbee golf took
place in April. The success-
ful event raised hundreds of
dollars for cystic fibrosis,
the chapter's philantrhopy.
Officers in 1987-88 were:
Linda LeRoy, president;
Kimberly Stevens, first vice
president; Karen Lock-
wood, treasurer; Mary Alex-
ander, rush chairperson.
Above, Mary Alexander and Kevin Stamm, THE, wait
for refreshments at tfie SA All-nigliter
Left, Alicia Cornelius, Alpha Chi, and Stacey Burris,
independent, were roommates at Ross.
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Alpha Phis play cheerleaders to the Sigma rius
football players in their Geneva Stunts skit.
Pamela Berson was crowned the Delta Tau Del-
ta Trih-la-tron Queen.
Delta
Delta
Delta Tri Delts plan
year
Delta Delta Delta was
founded in 1888 at Boston
College. The Delta Lambda
chapter was installed on
May 18, 1914.
Many activities are
planned for the coming
year including the national
centennial convention in
Boston, Massachusetts.
The Delta Lambda chapter
will also be celebrating 75
years of excellence at But-
ler.
Along wnth the planning
of these special events, the
Tri Deltas have been very
busy. They won the Spirit
Award at the Tke Fall Fest.
The first place overall win-
ners for the first annual
Schwitzer Winter Blitz were
the women of Delta Delta
Delta. Pamela Berson is the
reigning Delta Tau Delta
Trik-la-tron Queen.
For the second consecu-
tive year, the Tri Deltas
placed first overall at Delta
Gamma Anchor Splash. In
addition to this, Jule Cottini
was deemed the Most
Beautiful Eyes' title at this
event.
Along with these all-cam-
pus events, the women
were busy educating mem-
bers about alcohol and
drug abuse. For this train-
ing, the Tri Delts were
named runners up for the
Bacchus Alcohol Aware-
ness Award.
The philanthropy of Delta
Delta Delta is cancer re-
search in children. The
main project for this is the
distribution of care pack-
ages or "survival kits " dur-
ing finals week.
With these activities In
mind, the women of Delta
Delta Delta enthusiastically
look forward to next year.
Delta
Gamma
Above right. Shannon McGlade, Delta Oamma was
crowned the Phi Psi 500 Queen.
Above, Jackie Good relaxes with a good book.
Right, a group of DCs goof-off around the house.
Above, Jill Goode and liathy Ambler really get
into their studies.
Left, Jill Ooode enjoys a rare phone call from
home.
Far right, Junior Jody Bloss dresses
the part for her performance in Gene-
va Stunts. The Thetas were paired
with the Phi Psis.
Below, Kappa Alpha Theta 1987-88.
Right, Theta Shawn Dullahan per-
forms in Geneva Stunts.
Cindy Larkey
Kappa
Alpha
Theta
Cindy Larkey
Thetas win honors
Kappa Alpha Theta,
founded at DePauw Univer-
sity in 1870, started at But-
ler in 1874.
The women of Kappa Al-
pha Theta are actively in-
volved on campus in many
clubs, organizations, hon-
oraries and athletics.
Thetas had a busy and
exciting year. Tailgates, a
trolley party, and the annu-
al serenade kept them go-
ing in the early fall.
Florie Theofanis was
named 1987 Homecoming
Queen. The Thetas perfor-
mance with the men of Phi
Kappa Psi earned them first
place in Geneva Stunts.
The Thetas named Dan
Quigley as Kite man and
Steve Shultz was named
Frat Cat.
Fiew pledges were initiat-
ed in February. In March,
the Thetas held the first an-
nual scholarship tea and in-
vited all teachers to the
house.
The women proved aca-
demically successful
throughout the year. Elev-
en members were nominat-
ed as Outstanding Stu-
dents. Shari Alexander and
Molly Sena placed in the
top ten. Florie Theofanis
was named The Most Out-
standing Female Student.
Tracy Barron and Theta Jan Ruch participate in
homecoming Class Competitions.
Right, Kelly Kohlnagen cleans up the
yard after the Kappas were TFed.
Kelly McCullough
Carolyn Dewey and Susan Thomas
pick up the yard after a severe toilet-
papering.
Susan Powers poses with her friends on the
porch of the Kappa house.
Freshman Lori Gilmore and Senior Owen
Thomas get into the spirit of the occasion as
they greet this trick-or-treater
JuniorAmy Homey ofPi Beta Phi participates in
Geneva Stunts.
Liz Allen has a good time as a counselor at
Freshman Camp.
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Pi
Beta
Phi
Fi Beta Phi was paired witii Phi Del-
ta Theta in Geneva Stunts.
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Left, the women of Pi Beta Phi, 1987-88.
Diverse and
involved
"If there is one thing that
stands out about our chap-
ter, it's that of achieving ex-
cellence in everything we
do. All of our members get
involved so that we have
the opportunity to be lead-
ers in all aspects of the col-
lege life, " said David
Wachter, president.
The men of Delta Tau
Delta proved their reputa-
tion this year. For the third
consecutive fall semester,
the Delts captured the first
place title in grades, second
place in a close race for the
intramural sports title and
third place finishes in both
Geneva Stunts and Spring
Sing.
The Delts held many
campus offices ranging
from Freshman Class Presi-
dent to President of the jun-
ior honorary. Chimes.
Campus and community
activities, coupled with
strong in-house programs,
won the brothers of Beta
Zeta Chapter the Outstand-
ing Campus/Community
Award from their national,
recognizing them as the
best in the country.
The Delts all-campus
event, Trik-la-Tron, and the
community event. Do Run
Run, raised over $10,000
for their philanthropies, Ril-
ey Children's Hospital and
Special Olympics.
"Diversity is what makes
this house great, " said
Wachter. There are men
from California to New York
with majors in all five col-
leges. Varsity sports for the
Delts included football,
basketball, baseball, ten-
nis, track, swimming, and
cross country.
This year began for the
Delts with initiating the larg-
est pledge class on cam-
pus. Twenty-one new mem-
bers brought the total
number of brothers to 54,
over-filling the house.
Far above, winners of Trih-la-tron display their trophy.
Right, the men of Delta Tau Delta. 1987-1
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tiip Reeves ofDelta Tau Delta pauses
" before class.
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^ Above. Trik-la-tron helped the Delts raise money
for their philanthropies.
£ Left, a Trili-la-tron participant enjoys the ride.
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Rob Davies participates in the Lambda Chi Al-
pha annual Teeter Totter for Life for the Leuke-
mia Society.
Albro Daniel, Tom Davis and Doug Boles chat
outside the Lambda Chi house.
Kelly D. Dobbs
Lambda
Chi
Alpha
Above left. TonyAntonopoulos andJoe Gray ofLamb-
da Chi Alpha really know how to make an entrance.
Above, Tony Bozzuto and Todd Fehse catch up on the
news.
This student enjoys her turn at the Alpha Chi Teeter
Totter for Life, even though it is around midnight
fSelly D. Dobbs
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This Phi Delt donned a mouse
nose for his role in Oeneva Stunts.
Phi Delts relax and goof-off at Ross Hall.
Right, the men of Phi Delta Theta, 1987-88
Phi
Delta
Theta
Cindy Larkey
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Fhi Delts struggle with their load at
the Chariot Race, pan of the home-
coming activities.
Phi Delts Mark Jones and Jeff Sweet relax with
Bo, the house mascot
The Phi Delts were paired with Pi Beta Phi for
Geneva Stunts.
Greg WeeliS
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Cindy Larke)
Freshman Jeff Baldwin needs suspenders to
lieep hiis diaper up in liis role in Geneva Stunts.
The eleventh annual Phi Psi 500 attracted
crowds and raised money for the house s phi-
lanthropy.
V-^
Juniors Clay Spillman. Keith Mullet and Paul Stewart
really get into their roles in Geneva Stunts.
Sigma
Chi
Events prove
success
The men of Sigma Chi
had another good year.
Once again they out-raced
the Phi Delts in their annual
Chariot Race.
Derby Days was brought
back and proved to be fun
for those who attended.
The second annual
"Light Up the Night Against
Drunk Driving" was also a
great success. Friday, April
8, the campus was lit up
with hundreds of luminar-
ies to raise awareness
about the dangers of driv-
ing under the influence of
alcohol.
The men were busy all
year actively involved in
clubs, organizations and
athletics.
Curt Franke, Dan Quigley
and Mike Thomas were all
named among the Top Ten
Male students of Butler.
Above, Mike Bolin clowns around in front ofttie Sigma
Chi house.
Tom Wallier poses with "Creature", Mil^e Mcrieil.

Don Abel closes his eyes in ecstasy as he hugs
Alicia Cornelius of Alpha Chi
BK Williams, Sigma riu, pauses in his daily rou-
tine.
Sigma
Nu
Above left, Don Abel touches base with the folks bach
home.
Above, Dan Shirey needs a little something to ease
the pain of his broken arm — a nap.
Steven Schultz receives his award for being named
Outstanding Male Student at the Student Recognition
Banquet.
Bob Stalcup
Tau
Kappa
Epsilon
The TKE's really dressed the part for their perfor-
mance with Delta Delta Delta in Geneva Stunts.
Right, the men of Tau Kappa Epsilon, 1987-88
/^ TA£ absences the activities ofttie Fhi Psi 500
from a unique vantage point.
Tau tiappa Epsilon was paired with Delta Delta
Delta for Geneva Stunts.
Far above. Dr. Paul Valliere con-
gratulates Ulric liaynes, Jr. as he
bestows an honorary doctor's de-
gree on him. Above right, Steven
Schultz, president of the senior
class clutches his diploma.
Above, ttie front row ofgraduates wait
for the long procession of seniors to
be seated. Right, these graduates
stand in front of their house proudly
displaying their tassels.
This graduate smiles proudly as
he waits for his diploma.
Seniors heard it through the grapevine
Julie Ann Alexander, B.S. degree in chemistry
from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences;
Alpha Phi sorority. Martha Ann Alexander, B.S.
degree in zoology from the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences; Delta Gamma sorority. Mary
Beth Alexander, B.S. degree in zoology from the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences; Alpha Chi
Omega sorority. Shari L. Alexander, B.S. degree
in accounting from the College of Business
Administration; Kappa Alpha Theta sorority.
Elizabeth J.A. Allen, B.A. in public and corporate
communications from the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences; Pi Beta Phi sorority. Kathy Jean
Ambler, B.A. degree in sociology from the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences; Delta
Gamma sorority. Amy L. Ashby, B.S. degree in
biology education from the College of
Education; Alpha Chi Omega sorority.
Christopher R. Auberger, B.S. degree in
pharmacy from the College of Pharmacy; Phi
Kappa Psi fraternity.
Mark E. Barricklow, B. S. degree in pharmacy
from the College of Pharmacy; Phi Kappa Psi
fraternity. Tracy Lynn Barron, B.S. degree in arts
administration from the Jordan College of Fine
Arts; Alpha Phi sorority. Kipp A. Bauchert, B.S.
degree in chemistry and physics from the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences; Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity. Linda K. Berger, B.S.
degree in pharmacy from the College of
Pharmacy; independent
Kim Ann Bemer, B.S. degree in business
administration from the College of Business;
independent Anne Michelle Biederwolf, B.S.
degree in accounting from the College of
Business Administration. Tahcia Lee Blue, B.S.
degree in public and corporate communications
from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences; Pi
Beta Phi sorority. Wendy J. Bohlke, B.S. degree
in elementary education from the College of
Education; Delta Gamma sorority.
Paul M. Brady, B.S. in accounting from the
College of Business; Phi Kappa Psi fraternity.
Valeria Kay Bunting, B.S. in accounting from the
College of Business Administration; Alpha Phi
sorority. Qaye L. Burnsworth, B.S. degree in
elementary education from the College of
Education; independent Clayton J. Callahan,
B. S. degree in business administration from the
College of Business; Delta Tau Delta fraternity.
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Senior class officers
and class council
govern graduating class
The senior class officers and council
guided seniors through the year, taking
the lead during homecoming activities
and class competitions. Elected officers
were Steve Schultz, president; James
Brown, vice president; Anne Biederwolf,
treasurer, and Jan Ruch, secretary.
Pictured are first row: Bill Farkas, John
Greener, Schultz, Joe Dits and Scott
Noore; second row: Liz Ladd, Jan Ruch,
Florie Theofanis, Tahcia Blue, Jackie
Good, riot pictured are Brown and Bie-
derwolf.
The senior class gift for the class of '88
will consist ofmonetary gifts made in the
name of each senior. This unique gift is
unprecedented at Butler. This year's
senior luncheon is being held at the Ritz
Charles in Carmel.
Lisa K. Callahan, B.S. degree in math from the
College of Education; Pi Beta Phi sorority.
Dominic F. Cappelletti, B.S. degree in zoology
from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences;
Delta Tau Delta fraternity. Kay Ann Carlson, B.A.
in sociology from the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences; Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority. Margie
Ann Carmack, B.S. degree in elementary
education from the College of Education; Alpha
Chi Omega sorority.
Sarah K. Cavell, B.S. in public and corporate
communications from the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences; Pi Beta Phi sorority. Karen L.
Coghlan, B.A. degree in psychology from the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences; Delta Delta
Delta sorority. Jeanette L. Comparini, B.S.
degree in chemistry and mathematics from the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences;
independent Sherri L. Couture, B.A. degree in
arts administration from the Jordan College of
Fine Arts; independent
Catherine Ann Crown, B. S. degree in public and
corporate communications from the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences; Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority. Laura J. CuUiton, B.A. degree in
English from the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences; Pi Beta Phi sorority. Jennifer B.
Curran, 6. S. degree in business administration
from the College of Business; independent
Stephen D. Dargitz, B.S. degree in political
science and environmental studies from the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences;
independent
The hard work of classes and weekend fun went hand-in-hand for many seniors
Scott E. Dearing, B.S. degree in accounting from
the College of Business Administration; Sigma
Chi fraternity. Renee K. Denault, B.S. degree in
business administration from the College of
Business,- Kappa Alpha Theta sorority. Carolyn
Ann Dewey, B.A. degree in business
administration from the College of Business;
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority. Brian
Dieckmann, B.A. in mathematics from the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences;
independent
Joseph C. Dits, B.A. degree in Journalism and
history and political science from the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences; Phi Delta Theta
fraternity. Kelly D. Dobbs, B.A. in English and
Journalism from the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences; independent Karen Sue Dorris, B.S.
degree in elementary education from the
College of Education; Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority, nancy J. Dorris, B.S. degree in business
administration from the College of Business;
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority.
Having fun on and off campus
"Being a Butler stu-
dent wasn't all fun and
games, but there were
good times. I'm going
to miss the fun, but
not the work involved
in classes. I'm just
glad I made it."
Above, Mark Baniklow, Fhi
Kappa Psi, Liz Allen, Pi Beta
Phiand Vicki King don togas
for the Student Assembly
All-nighter, "RoaminAther-
ton. " Photo by Connie
hasher. Right, Senior Melin-
da Gilbert and her visiting fi-
ance, Monte Taylor, Purdue
University, Meet the noble
Romans' Pizza Monster at
the Twin Gate restaurant
Photo by Kelly Dobbs.
Joseph G, Eaton, B.S. degree in business
administration from the College of Business;
Sigma tiu fraternity. Jami L. Egolf, B.S. degree in
elementary education from tfie College of
Education; Alpfia Phi sorority. Kay M. Feeney,
B.S. degree in radio/ television from the Jordan
College of Fine Arts: independent Diana P.
renter, 6.5. degree in music education from the
Jordan College of Fine Arts; independent
Tinya Renee Fisher, 6.5. in business
administration from the College of Business;
independent Melissa Ann Foster, 6.5. degree in
fashion merchandising from the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences; independent Paula J.
Fraley, 6. 5. degree in biological sciences from
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences;
independent Curtis D. Franke, 6.5. degree in
business administration from the College of
Business; Sigma Chi fraternity.
Debbie A. Friedrich, 6.5. degree in public and
corporate communications from the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences; Kappa Alpha Theta
sorority. Elizabeth B. Gee, 6.5. degree in
elementary education from the College of
Education; Kappa Kappa Oamma sorority.
Ginger Ann German, 6.5. degree in public and
corporate communications from the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences; Kappa Alpha Theta
sorority. Melinda Kay Gilbert, B.A. degree in
journalism and sociology from the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences; independent
Bryan J. Qirton, B.A. in music performance from
the Jordan College of Fine Arts; independent
Steven Lee Goeglein, B.S. in secondary
education from the College of Education; Sigma
riu fraternity. Jacqueline P. Good, 6.5. degree in
political science from the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences; Delta Gamma sorority. Timoth\
Alan Good, B.A. degree in theater from the
Jordan College of Fine Arts; Phi Kappa Psi
fraternity.
Robert M. Green, 6.5. degree in business
administration from the college of business;
Delta Tau Delta fraternity. John J. Greener, B.A.
degree in computer science from the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences; Delta Tau Delta
fraternity Debora Anne Grimm, B. S. degree in
business administration from the College of
Business, Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority. Paula
K. Hapner, 6.5. degree in elementary education
from the College of Education; Delta Delta Delta
sorority.
Seniors battle against senioritis
Kimberly Jo Harris, 6.5. degree in elementary
education from thie College of Education;
independent Amanda Thea Hatley, B.S. degree
in radio/ television from the Jordan College of
Fine Arts; Alpha Chi Omega sorority. John
Michael Hegwood, B.S. degree in business
administration from the College of Business;
Sigma Chi fraternity. Patricia J. Heinze, B.A.
degree in interior design from the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences; independent
Steven M. Herl^er, B.S. in economics from the
College of Business; Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity. Larry R. Heydon, B.S. in accounting
from the College of Business; Sigma riu
fraternity. JoEllen Hill, 6.5. in accounting from
the College of Business; Pi Beta Phi sorority. D
Bradley Hinkle, 6.5. degree in physical
education from the College of Education;
independent.
Kimberly Kay Holdeman, B.A. degree in arts
administration from the Jordan College of Fine
Arts; independent Celicia G. Hoover, 6.5.
degree in political science and accounting from
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences;
independent Kristi A. Huckins, B.A. degree in
business and Spanish from the College of
Business; Delta Gamma sorority. Kristen Marie
Jassen, 6.5. degree in political science from the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences; Delta
Gamma sorority.
Luanne M. Johnson, 6.5. degree in zoology from
the College of Liberal Arts and Science; Alpha
Chi Omega sorority. Jennifer Lynn Jones, B.A.
degree in history and political science from the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences: Kappa
Alpha Theta sorority. Tamara L. Jordan, 6.5.
degree in public and corporate communications
from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences;
Alpha Phi sorority. James W. Kapp, B.A. degree
in public and corporate communications from
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences; Phi
Kappa Psi sorority.
Kevin John Kazmierczak, 6.5. degree in
accounting from the College of Business;
independent John Eric Keller, B.S. degree in
accounting from the College of Business
Administration; independent Jill M. Kissell, 6.5.
degree in accounting from the College of
Business; Alpha Chi Omega sorority. Laura
Anne Klein, B.A. in sociology from the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences; Pi Beta Phi
sorority.
Seniors participate
in Homecoming class
competitions
Seniors strain not to cross ttie line during
Homecoming class competitions, Friday, Oct.
16, 1987. Despite their efforts, tfie seniors did
not win the tug-of-war competition. They
remained undaunted, however, and went on to
make a good showing in other contests.
Besides Homecoming, seniors battled to
overcome senioritis by throwing themselves in
Geneva Stunts, Spring Sing and the many other
competitions.
Robert William Klumpp, 6.5. degree in business
from the College of Business; Phi l^appa Psi
fraternity. Beomseok Ko, B.A. in business
administration from the College of Business;
independent. Kristene L. Kozar, B.A. in English
from the College of Education; Kappa Alpha
Theta sorority. Donna L. Krumm, B.A. and 6.5.
degrees in political science and business
administration from the colleges of Liberal Arts
and Sciences and Business; Pi Beta Phi sorority.
Elizabeth Sarah Ladd, 6.5. degree in accounting
from the College of Business; Delta Delta Delta
sorority. Mary E. Lamkin, 6.5. degree in radio
television from the Jordan College of Fine .Arts;
independent. Julia Ann Land, 6.5. in pharmacy
from the College of Pharmacy; Alpha Chi
Omega sorority. Kevin Todd Lask>, 6.5. degree
in radio/ television from the Jordan College of
Fine Arts; independent.
Sherri Lynn Leibering, B.A. degree in English
from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences;
independent. Linda Ann LeRoy, B..A. in English
from the colleges of Education and Liberal .-^rts
and sciences; Alpha Chi Omega sorority. Karen
K. Lockvvood, 6.5. degree in business
administration from the College of Business-
Alpha Chi Omega sorority. Cheryl Mope Lubin,
6..'?. degree in interior design from the College
of Liberal ,'\rts and Sciences; independent.
Seniors must cope with school, domestic chores and the hassle of finding a job
Mary C. Lyon, B.A. degree in interior design from
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences; Pi Beta
Phi sorority. James W. Mahler, B.S. degree in
radio/ television from the Jordan College of Fine
Arts; independent Karen L. Maloian, associate
degree in legal studies and B. 5. degree in office
administration from the College of Education;
independent James Robert McConnell, B.S.
degree in business administration from the
College of Business; Delta Tau Delta fraternity.
Mary Ann K. McDowell, B.S. degree in public and
corporate communications from the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences; Kappa Alpha Theta
sorority Jewell Bradley McKinney, B.S. degree in
secondary education from the College of
Education; independent Angle M. Menzie, B.S.
degree in accounting from the College of
Business; Alpha Phi sorority James R. Merk,
6.5. degree in business from the College of
Business; independent
rrom mundane to exciting
"Being independent
from my parents
means I've had to take
care of myself as well
as my studies. That's
not always easy, find-
ing the time to get ev-
erything done."
Above, Kurt Franke and Liz
Allen lead the 1987 Home-
coming Bonfire. This year's
bonfire was the first Photo
by Greg Weeks. Right Karen
Patterson takes her laundry
down before it piles up. Do-
ing laundry isJust one ofthe
many responsibilities stu-
dents face, when they move
away from home. Photo by
Lisa McOinley.
Janalee K. Middendorf, B.A. degrees in business
and interior design from ttie colleges of
Business and Liberal Arts and Sciences: Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority. Teresa Renee
Middleton, B.S. degree in English from the
College of Education; independent Tracie Jo
Millard, B.S. degree in computer information
systems from the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences; Kappa Alpha Theta sorority. Leanne K.
Miller, B.S. degree in elementary education from
the College of Education; Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority.
Pamela 5. Morice, B.A. in English from the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences;
independent Michelle D. Moye, B.S. and B.A. in
music and radio/ television from the Jordan
College of Fine Arts; Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority. Carl M. nelson, 6.5. degree in business
administration from the College of Business;
independent Chari Marie nelson, B.S. degree in
business administration from the College of
Business; independent
Jill R. nelson, B.S. in chemistry from the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences; independent Ann
L. niebrugge, B.S. degree in French and
business administration from the College of
Business; independent Suzanne Marie nolting,
6.5. degree in elementary education from the
College of Education; Kappa Alpha Theta
sorority. Chris J. O'Brien, 6.5. in public and
corporate communications from the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences; Sigma Chi fraternity.
David P. OConnell, B.A. in accounting from the
College of Business; Sigma Chi fraternity.
Patricia L. O Keefe, 6.5. degree in pharmacy
from the College of Pharmacy; independent
Barbara Bracket! Ozolins, B.A. degree in fashion
merchandising from the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences; Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority.
Mary Lisa Palm, 6.5. degree in fashion
merchandising from the College of Liberal .Arts
and Sciences; Delta Gamma sorority.
Daniel Joseph Palmer, 6.5. degree in chemistry
from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences;
independent Kimberly D. Parker, 6.5. degree in
radio/ television from the Jordan College of Fine
Arts; Alpha Chi Omega sorority. Sandip A. Patel,
6.5. degree in pharmacy from the College of
Pharmacy; independent Karen Lynn Patterson,
6.5. degree in elementary education from the
College of Education; independent
Seniors don't always find classes exciting
Monica Rose Peterson, B.A. degree in Journalism
from tlie College of Liberal Arts and Sciences;
independent Sabrina L. Pfeiffer, B.A. degree in
psychology from the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences; Pi Beta Phi sorority. Bradley Allan
Phelps, B.S. degree in physical education from
the College of Education; independent Deborah
Leigh Pokorney, B.A. in Journalism and Spanish
from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences;
Alpha Chi Omega sorority.
Barbara A. Rago, B.S. degree in secondary
education from the College of Education; Kappa
Alpha Theta sorority. Brenda L. Ramer, B.S.
degree in elementary education from the
College of Education; independent Francis J.
Rattigan, B.S. degree in sociology from the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences;
independent Stacy Jo Receveur, associates
degree in paralegal studies; independent
Tammy K. Reedy, B.S. degree in business
administration from the College of Business;
independent Michael D. Reeves, B.A. degree in
psychology from the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences; independent Alan Wade Resler, B.S.
degree in economics from the College of
Business; independent Deanna Lynn Roberts,
B.A. degree in elementary education from the
College of Education; independent
Darcy A. Robertson, 6.5. degree in business
from the College of Business; Alpha Chi Omega
sorority. Jennifer 5. Rodino, B.A. in public and
corporate communications from the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences; happa Alpha Theta
sorority. Jan Elizabeth Ruch, B.S. degree in
business education from the College of
Education; Kappa Alpha Theta sorority. Marc
Eric Rueffer, 6.5. degree in business
administration from the College of Business;
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.
Cheryl B. Ruklic, 6.5. degree in elementary
education from the College of Education;
independent Lisa A. Sanders, 6.5. degree in
accounting from the College of Business; Alpha
Phi sorority. Karen J. Schantz, B.S. degree in
business administration from the College of
Business; Alpha Phi sorority. Katja Ann Schaub,
6.5. degree in radio/ television from the Jordan
College of Fine Arts; Delta Gamma sorority.
Senioritis affects most
second-semester
seniors,
who are looking
ahead
Most seniors are affected by senioritis, a condition
that causes tfiem to lose interest or entfiusiasm
for their courses, because they are looiiing ahead
to finding a Job. Many seniors find themselves so
anxious to finish school that they can t concen-
trate on homework.
Professors often become frustrated with seniors
who skip classes or miss assignments, but many
seniors feel that they can afford to let their grades
slide and devote more time to finding a job.
By the second semester many seniors are simply
putting in their time by completing elective hours.
This self-portrait ofSenior Kelly Dobbs shows how
she felt about the Victorians by the second semes-
ter.
John D. Schlagenhauf, B.S. degree in accounting
from the College of Business; independent
Robert Alan Schroer, B.S. degree in secondary
education and social studies from the College of
Education; independent Steven Ray Schultz,
B.A. degrees in history and political science
from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences;
Sigma riu fraternity. Molly J. Sena, B.S. degree
in accounting from the College of Business;
tiappa Alpha Theta sorority.
Holly B. Shaddock, B.S. in public and corporate
communications from the College of Liberal .Arts
and Sciences; Delta Delta Delta sorority. Da\id
Carl Sigmund, B.A. degree in political science
from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences;
Delta Tau Delta fraternity. Patricia A. Skeen,
B.M. degree in music education from the Jordan
College of Fine Arts; independent Sharon
Lorraine Smart, 6.5. and B.A. degrees in
pharmacy and music from the College of
Pharmacy and Jordan College of Fine .'Krts.
Ronald W. Smith, B.A. degree in elementary
education from the College of Education;
independent Michelle M. Snayd, B.S. degree in
business administration from the College of
Business; Kappa .Alpha Theta sorority. Scott M.
Steffen, B.A. degree in computer information
systems from the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences; independent Michele M. Stepanek,
B.S. degree in radio telex ision from the College
of Fine Arts; Alpha Chi Omega sorority.
Weekends were filled for some seniors by activities and lots of homework.
Bruce D. Stephens, B.S. degree in
radio/ television from Jordan College of Fine
Arts; independent Carolyn Jo Storch, B.S.
degree in business administration from tfic
College of Business: Alpha Chi Omega sorority.
Mitchell L. Surface, 6.5. degree in mathematics
from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences;
independent Dan B. Taylor, B.S. degree in
physics and chemistry from the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences; Independent
Jeffrey Ray Teague, B.S. degree in
radio/ television from the Jordan College of Fine
Arts; Sigma Chi fraternity. Florie B. Theofanis,
B. S. degree in public and corporate
communications from the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences; Kappa Alpha Theta sorority.
Gwendolyn Jane Thomas, B.S. degree in public
and corporate communications from the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences; Kappa Kappa
Gamma sorority. Derrick Lynn Toran, B.S.
degree in radio/ television from the Jordan
College of Fine Arts; independent
Weekend studies, activities
"It seems that I'm
usually more busy
with campus-related
activities and studies
on the weekend than 1
am during the week.
Sometimes, 1 spend
the early part of the
week recooperating
from the hard work 1
put in over the week-
end. "
A Sunday night-time photo
of Invin Library is trans-
formed into a striking image
by a starburst filter fitted
over the camera lens. Photo
by Kelly Dobbs. Right, Pam
Morice and Mike Emery take
a conversation break w/hile
working on The Collegian
Sunday afternoons. Photo
by Kelly Dobbs.
Teresa M. Trainor, B.S. degree in secondary
education from the College of Education;
independent Julie A. Tubbs, B.A. degree in
political science from the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences: Pi Beta Phi sorority. Lori Beth
Tuell, B.S. degree in radio/ television from
Jordan College of Fine Arts: independent
Sandra Marie Vail, B.S. degree in public and
corporate communications from the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences: independent
Mara L. Villanueva, B.S. degree in interior design
from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences:
Alpha Chi Omega sorority. Lori Ann Vore, B.S.
degree in elementary education from the
College of Education: Kappa Alpha Theta
sorority. Michelle R. Wagner, B.S. degree in
computer information systems from the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences: independent
Deborah Waidelich, B.S. degree in zoology from
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences: Delta
Gamma sorority.
Brennan O. Watkins, B.S. degree in business
administration from the College of Business:
independent Amy E. Wagmire, 6.5. degree in
pharmacy from the College of Pharmacy:
independent Richard J. Waywood, Delta Tau
Delta fraternity. Cynthia A. Weist, B.S. degree in
pharmacy from the College of Pharmacy: Alpha
Chi Omega sorority.
Kelley Lorene Wells, B.S. degree in pharmacy
from the College of Pharmacy; Pi Beta Phi
sorority. Amy Beth Wicker, B.S. degree in arts
administration from Jordan College of Fine Arts;
Delta Gamma sorority. Christopher J. Wilkes,
B.S. degree in accounting from the College of
Business: Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity. Lisa A.
Wilson, B.S. degree in journalism from the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences:
independent
Shanna Lynn Wilson, B.A. degree in history and
political science from the College of Liberal .irts
and Sciences: independent Kevin B. Wirth, 6.5.
degree in accounting from the College of
Business Administration: independent Todd W.
Yedman, B.A. degree in business administration
from the College of Business; independent Lisa
Kay Young, 6.5. degree in elementary education
from the College of Education: Delta Delta Delta
sorority.
Melissa Foster Professor Carlson helps students
in the organic chemistry lab.
Fifth
year
pharmacy
Melissa Foster
Paul J. Allegretti, pharmacy.
Sigma riu fraternity; Linda
Burger, pharmacy, independent;
Vanessa M. Cleary, pharmacy,
independent.
Kelly Elmerick, pharmacy,
independent; Scott A. Freeland,
pharmacy, independent; Anna
Marie fleidenreich, independent.
Astra M. Liepa, pharmacy,
independent; Sandip Patel,
pharmacy, independent; Erin
Reas, pharmacy, independent.
In addition to the graduating senior class,
several people received honorary degrees
from Butler.
Far above. Bob Stalcup, professor of pho-
tography catches the honorarydegree recip-
ients with President Johnson. They are: Pe-
ter C. Reilly, Emma Lou Thombrough,
Isabel E. Blomberg and Ulric tiaynes, Jr.
Above, President Johnson watches as Blom-
berg director of curriculum for the Metro-
politan School District of Washington Town-
ship in Indianapolis receives her honorary
degree.
This graduate has looked forward
to the symbolic moment: the
changing of the tassels.
William J. Hochkeppel, Associate
Professor ofMusic, directs the But-
ler University Symphonic Band
during commencement
Have a Coke and a
smile.
This bud's for you.
Where's the Beef?
These slogans and
more were heard dai-
ly, not through the
grapevine, but
through the media.
Perhaps no group is
as conscious of fast
food, junk food and
millions of consumer
products as the aver-
age group of college
students.
We spend money on
everything from food
to fans to footballs,
and we're located in a
concentrated area —
an advertiser's dream.
We are bombarded
with television and ra-
dio commercials,
newspaper ads and
billboards every day.
Some of the ads
work, some don't, and
some even become
trendy consumer
products themselves.
For instance,
"Where's the Beef? " t-
shirts were once every-
where, and the Califor-
nia Raisins were an
advertiser's gimmick
to sell more raisins,
but they became
much more. They
have albums out fea-
turing the raisins sing-
ing, t-shirts, figurines
and posters of the cute
little guys.
Here, in this small
section of the year-
book. The Drift is pre-
senting some ads that
will force you to re-
member your days in
college every time you
pick up the book.
**<^
The ivy vine of Friendship
Is a lovely thing to share
Planted with affection
It will flourish anywhere
Each year it grows
in quiet strength
And nothing can destroy
The twining warmth
deep in the hearts
of those who know its Joy.
Greg Weeks
College students are a
concentrated consumer
market that uses prod-
ucts from beer to hair-
spray on a regular basis.
Consumergoods such as food, toi- on campus and off — and items
letries and small appliances only like the expensive textbooks each
formed half the college market. class seemed to demand students
The other halfincludes services — buy.
Kelly D. Dobbs
CongratuCations
to the
BUTLER UNIVERSITY GRADUATING CLASS
OF 1988
from the
JORDAN COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
I
4i»ay^'
Butler freshmen: Jill Myland, Becky Rushnok and Todd Wilms.
The College of
Liberal Arts and
Sciences extends
best wishes to the
Class of 1988 Susie Selby. a fashion mercfiandising major and flute minor, gets
away from it all in a practice room at Lilly
161
Many thanks to the 1987-88 Residential Life Staff.
Congratulatins to our graduating seniors.
Michele Dickey
Phil Jensen
Mary Lamkln
Jim Mahler
Tom Molan
Theresa Resek
Bob Schroer
Chris Seiler
Angie Smithson
Teresa Trainor
Brian Robb struggles tongue-in-cheek to perfect his tennis game on the courts
near tlinhle.
UNIVERSIiy
UruanFedBral
*^jf*" Sai/ingsBank
All ybyr Bank ShouldBe
ROSS HALL Congratulates
Its Graduating Seniors, and
The Rest Of The 1988 Graduating
Class.
Alcohol and Drug
Center
Butler University
Located in Health,
Counseling, Alcohol
& Drug Center
283-9385
All services are
confidential and
available to students,
faculty, staff and their
families. There are no
fees for services.
Stefanie Webb, taking gemptics test.
-^Hm--
Ellen Viano. student helper in language lab.
PATROnS
Career Planning &
Placement Center
283-9383
Extended Programs
Robertson Hall
283-7271
Best wishes to the
Drift and the
Butler Community
Mr. and Mrs. John Q.
Johnson
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Linda Willem. Spanish professor.
Even though its the middle ofFebruary, volleyball player Laurie Eich get
spring fever and moves practice outside.
To the Classes of 1938, 1963, 1978 — Congratulations
To The Class of 1989 — Best Wishes
Alumni \ \Keep In Touch / /
BUTLER UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOCIATIOM
Abel, Chris 35
Abell, Don 112, 136, 137
Adair, Ted 35
Adams, Lori 41, 44, 45
Alcorn, Chad 35
Alexander, Julie Ann 103, 142
Alexander, Martha Ann 31, 142
Alexander, Mary Beth 31, 113, 142
Alexander, Shan L. 121, 142
AUanson, Mark 34, 35
Allegretti, Paul J. 155
Allen, Elizabeth J. 8, 80, 83, 103, 124, 142,
144, 148
Ambler, Kathy Jean 119, 142
Anderson, Angle 54
Anderson, nikki 54, 57
Angst, Frank 35
Annee, Joe 34, 35
Antonopoulos, Tony 129
Ashby, Amy L. 142
Auberger, Christopher R. 142
Baird, Ron 35
Baldwin, Jeff 132
Ball, Ray 41
Barnes, Chris 35
Barney, Chris 93
Bamhorst, Jay 35
Baron, Susan E. 103
Barrentine, Kyle 35
Barricklow, Mark E. 6, 23, 80, 103, 142, 144
Barron, John 35
Barron, Tracy Lynn 8, 25, 103, 121, 142
Bartolomeo, Bob 35
Barton, Keith 98
Barton, Vereen 26
Bassett, Tim 39
Bates, Yvette A. 93, 103
Bauchert, Kipp A. 142
Beeson, Kathy 92
Benbow, Don 35
Benson, Susan 78
Berdovich, Katherine M. 103
Berger, Linda K. 142, 155
Bemer, Kim Ann 142
Berry, Rick 50, 92
Berson, Pamela 27, 116, 117
Beumer, Angle 78
Biederwolf, Anne Michelle 142, 143
Birchall, Lori 93, 98
Bloss, Jody 78, 120
Blue, Tahcia Lee 142, 143
Bohlin, Cari 78
Bohlke, Wendy J. 70, 103, 142
Boles, J. Douglas 103, 128
Bolin, Mike 134
Bond, Erich 39
Bonine, Karen K. 103
Bonamarte, Jodi 90
Borgerhoff, Ian 43
Bozzuto, Tony 129
Braden, Carol 45
Brady, Paul M. 142
Brauman, Angee 47
Brescia, Julie 82
Bridges, Kim 92
Brinkman, Beth 107
Brown, James W. 103, 143
Buerkle, Steve 35
Bunting, Valerie Kay 142
Burkey, Laura 93
Bumsworth, Qaye L. 8, 142
Burris, Stacey 113
Butler, Lloyd T. 103
Byrd, Gary 93
Callahan, Clayton J. 142
Callahan, Lisa K. 143
Callender, Julia 49
Cappelletti, Dominic P. 143
Carlson, Kay Ann 143
Carmack, Margie Ann 113, 143
Carroll, Joe 35
Carroll, Laura 54
Case, Kathy 113
Cashen, Jenny 88, 90, 94
Caskey, Mike 42
Cavell, Sarah K. 143
Chase, Doug 42
Christianson, Beth 41, 45
Church, Laurie 92
Cleary, Vanessa M. 155
Cochran, Mike 35
Coghlan, Karen L. 143
Collins, Lisa 93
Comer, Brett 35
Comparini, Jeanette L. 143
Confer, Steve 35
Conley, Beth 110
Conway, Rob 35
Cooper, Tom 42
Cornelius, Alicia 92, 112, 113, 136
Coss, Melissa 110
Cottini, Jule 117
Coulson, Joelle 6
Couture, Sherri L. 143
Coy, Debera M. 103
Crosby, Eric 93
Crown, Catherine Ann 143
Crume, Mike 35
Crumlin, Steve 42
Culliton, Laura J. 143
Curran, Jennifer B. 143
Cutter, Rob 34, 35, 37
d'Ouville, Paul 35
Daniel, Albro 78, 128
Dargitz, Stephen D. 143
Daus, Catherine S. 38, 103
Davenport, Craig 92
Davidson, Valake 93
Davies, Rob 128
Davis, Tom 128
Deany, Darrin 78
Dearing, Scott E. 98, 144
Denault, Renee K. 80, 103, 144
Dewey, Carolyn Ann 123, 144
Dickey, Michele 8, 105, 162
Dieckmann, Brian 144
Dirksing, Chris 35
Dits, Joseph C. 103, 143, 144
Dixon, Jim 35
Dobbs, Kelly D. 17, 90, 96, 103, 144, 151,
152, 158
Doherty, Horeen 49
DoUens, Melissa 86
Donovan, Rick 50
Dormans, Cindy 62
Dorris, Karen Sue 144
Dorris, nancy J. 41, 45, 144
Doster, Stephanie 42
Drapalik, Julie 92
Dudzinski, Brian 35
Dugan, Candy 92
Dullaghan, Shawn 80, 98, 120
Dunivan, Scott 35
Durham, Brian 35
Dury, Anne 47
Eaton, Joseph Q. 35, 145
Egolf, Jami L. 145
Eich, Laurie 164
Eichenberg, Michelle A. 103
Elmerick, Kelly 155
Elson, Brian 35
Emery, Mike 152
Endsley, Rick 35
Enright, Kevin 35
Erhardt, Shelley 41, 45
Espich, Bob 34, 35
Etherington, Brett 50
Euler, Karen 38
Farkas, Bill 40, 41, 143
Feeney, Kay M. 145
Feiner, Cindy 98
Fenter, Diana P. 145
Ferise, Todd 129
Fillenwarth, Jack 34, 35
Filter, Leslie 78
Finbinder, Lisa 16
Finch, Pete 35
Fisher, Tinya Renee 93, 145
Fitzgerald, Danette 15, 93
Fitzgerald, Darrin 32
Flick, Julie 75
Folkers, John 35
Fordyce, Chad 50
Forgione, Charlene 93
Foster, Melissa Ann 90, 145
Fowlkes, Darren 32, 50, 108
Fraley, Paula J. 145
Franke, Curtis D. 41, 103, 134, 145, 148
Freeland, Scott A. 155
Friedrick, Debbie A. 145
Qaertner, Sean 93
Qahagan, nancy 21
Qathercoal, Debra D. 103
Qatlin, Dan 35, 47
Gee, Elizabeth B. 103, 145
George, Allan 35
Geriine, Jan 122
German, Ginger Ann 23, 80, 145
Gilbert:, Melinda Kay 90, 91, 103, 144, 145
Gillum, Joe 32, 35, 37
Gilmore, Lori 27, 123
Girt.on, Bryan J. 145
Givens, Chris 32
Goeglein, Steven Lee 145
Good, Jacqueline P. 8, 118, 143, 145
Good, Timothy Alan 145
Goode, Jill 119
Goodnight, Mike 41, 92
Gorvett, Scott 39, 96
Qosselink, Garrett 98
Grant, David 46
Graves, David 41, 46
Gray, Joe 129
Green, Robert M. 145
Greener, John J. 143, 145
Greenlee, Andy 39
Grimm, Debora Anne 47, 145
Grover, Anita 49
Guendling, Lisa 88, 93
Gundaker, David 19
Hall, David J. 16, 103
Hallam, Jeff 93
Hammonds, Danelle 93
Hanes, Mike 35, 37
Hansey, Jeff 35
Hapner, Paula K. 145
Hardee, Craig 35
Hamed, Ellen 75
Hamishfeger, Beth 75
Harriett, Dee Dee 54
Harris, Heidi 92, 93
Harris, Kimberly Jo 146
Hartley, Mike 35
Hartwig, Monica 110
Hascher, Connie 144
Haste, Mark 35
Hatley, Amanda Thea 146
Hawkins, Sandy 54
Haywood, Rodney 53
Healey, Kate 80
Hegwood, John Michael 35, 146
Heidenreich, Anna Marie 155
Heinze, Patricia J. 146
Heiple, Rachel 28
Hendrickson, Kim 42
Herbert, David 50
Herker, Steven M. 146
Heydon, Larry R. 146
Hill, JoEUen 146
Hinkle, D. Bradley 146
Hoffmeister, Beth 54
Holdeman, Jeff 88
Holdeman, Kimberly Kay 146
Hollingsworth, Alexa 5
Hooper, Lisa 93
Hoover, Celicia G. 146
Hoover, Cindy 161
Hopson, Meredith 46
Home, Rebecca Lee 78, 103
Homey, Amy 124
Horral, Blayd 46
Hosking, Gary 42
Housefield, John 106
Howell, Bill 90
Huber, Dan 35
Huckins, Kristi A. 146
Hutchison, Dawn 78
Hyland, Jill 160
Ittenbach, Lynne 47
Jacko, Susie 38
James, Julie 6, 80, 93
Jassen, Kristen Marie 146
Jenkins, John 34, 35
Jennings, Tom 35
Jensen, Jennifer 93
Jensen, Pliil 35, 162
Johnson, DeMarco 5, 93
Johnson, Luanne M. 12, 80, 146
Jones, Clay 41
Jones, Jennifer Lynn 146
Jones, Mark 131
Jones, Todd 34, 35
Jordan, Jennifer 93
Jordan, Tamara L. 146
Kaiser-Harryman, Anne 78
Kanter, Liz de 18
Kapp, James W. 146
Karaffa, John 50, 61
Kazmierczak, Kevin John 146
Keaton, Joanne 78
Kelgore, Melissa 54
Keller, John Eric 41, 146
Kensington, Tori 78
Kent, Bob 47
Kilgore, Melissa 57
Killilea, Anne 113
King, Julie 12
King, Vickie 144
Kiolbassa, Ron 35
Kirsch, Bib 161
Kisiel, Greg 50
Kissell, Jill M. 146
Klein, Laura Anne 146
Klumpp, Robert William 39, 147
Klusman, Tom 34, 35
Ko, Beomseok 147
Kochmen, Joe 35
Kocur, Carl 35
Koessler, Kristin 78
Kohlnagen, Kelly 122
Kolbus, Carol 38
Kolisz, nick 35
Kondalski, Martha 54, 55, 57, 113
Kouns, Kyle 35
Kozar, Kristene L. 80, 147
Kratzer, Julie 93
Krumm, Donna L. 147
Krusa, Qigi 92
Kuntz, Joe 35
LaBaugh, Kent 35
Ladd, Elizabeth Sarah 143, 147
Lamkin, Mary E. 147, 162
Lanado, Tony 92
Land, Julia Ann 147
Lane, Jeff 15, 35
Lang, Doug 35
Larkey, Cindy 90
LaRose, Ken 35
Lasky, Kevin Todd 90, 103, 147
Lawson, Darla 45
Lee, Jennie 114
Leffler, Angle 35
Leibering, Sherri Lynn 147
LeRoy, Linda Ann 78, 113, 147
Lewis, Matt 88
Liepa, Astra M. 155
Lighty, Bradley R. 103
Littrell, Jody 50, 52
Lockwood, Karen K. 113, 147
Loehrke, Angela 92
Lowell, Robert 43
Lubin, Cheryl Hope 147
Lunn, Jon 35
Lunsford, Doug 78, 111
Lux, Dick 35
Lynch, Bill 35
Lyon, Mary C. 148
Macharaschwili, Dave 35
Maheras, Tom 35
Mahler, James W. 148, 162
Maloian, Karen L. 148
Mariacher, Greg 35
Mariatt, Jeffrey 18
Marinkovic, Gabrijela 8
Marshall, Andrea 93
Martin, Chandra 92
Martin, Mell 93
Mason, Catharine 78
Matta, Thad 50
Mayhill, Julie 27
McConnell, James Robert 148
McConnell, Kurt 35, 136
McCool, Chris 35
McCoy, De Juan 46, 93
McCoy, Erika 54
McCune, Rodney A. 103
McDonald, Tim 42
McDowell, Mary Ann K. 148
McElderry, Tim 35
McFatridge, Mark 92
McGinley, Lisa 110, 148
McGlade, Shannon A. 27, 29, 88, 103, 118
McKee, Matt 80, 92
McKinney, Jewell Bradley 35, 148
McPieil, Mike 134
Medlock, Dean 133
Mellinger, Stacia 44, 45
Melzoni, Rusty 34, 35
Menely, Ron 35, 92
Menzie, Angle M. 148
Merk, James R. 148
Michael, Maria 93
Middendorf, Janalee K. 49, 149
Middleton, Teresa Renee 149
Miles, Sondra L. 103
Millard, Tracie Jo 149
Miller, Leanne K. 149
Miller, Sheryl 54
Miller, Tim 18, 19, 20
Mitchell, Debra K. 103
Momper, Susie 38
Moore, Lisa 43
Moore, Scott 143
Morice, Pamela S. 90, 91, 149, 152
Morris, John 42
Mosley, Keith 35
Moye, Michelle D. 8, 149
Moyer, Mike 18, 20, 21
Mullet, Keith 133
Mungan, Deb 93
Murphy, Vickie 82
Nurray, Brian L. 103
Muse, Irish 92
Myashita, Emily 110
Mylin, Mate 41
nation, John 42
nelson, Cari M. 93, 149
nelson, Chari Marie 93, 149
nelson, Jill R. 149
nelson, John 86
neumann, Steve 42
newbold, Debbie 47
niebrugge, Ann L. 93, 149
nolan, Tom 162
nolting, Suzanne Marie 149
norde, Tim 15
nort:hington, Angela 19, 20
noriion, Rob 35, 46
nowicki, Greta 28
nowicki, Regina L. 103
O'Brien, Chris J. 149
O'Connell, David P. 12, 149
O'Keefe, Patricia L. 149
Oeffinger, Kristin 93
Orban, Chuck 35
Ott, Laura 88
Overpeck, Eric 133
Owens, Craig 39
Ozment, Adam 35
Ozolins, Barbara Brackett 149
Palm, Mary Lisa 149
Palmer, Daniel Joseph 149
Papenmeier, Dennis 109
Parker, Kimberiy D. 149
Patel, Sandip A. 149, 155
Patrick, Rob 39
Patterson, Karen Lynn 148, 149
Penny, Anne 19
Perkins, Dave 35
Peterson, Monica Rose 150
Pfeiffer, Sabrina L. 103, 150
Phelps, Bradley Allan 150
Phillips, Jennie 38
Phillips, Mark 35
Pianto, Jerry 35
Pianto, Larry 35, 108
Pietz, Greg 46
Pikalek, Lynn M. 78, 103
Pille, Briggs T. 103
Pleton, Joseph P. 103
Podwell, Sheri 92
Pokomey, Deborah Leigh 150
Polliett, Larry 161
Pontoni, Brett 41
Powers, Susan 123
Pritchard, Brian 35
Quigley, Dan 40, 41, 121, 134
Radcliff, Rick 39
Rago, Barbara A. 150
Rahe, Christopher 78
Rains, Kim 38, 92
Ramer, Brenda L. 150
Rapczynski, Julie 161
Rattigan, Francis J. 150
Reas, Erin 155
Receveur, Stacy Jo 150
Redding, Tess 78
Redfern, Kirk 35
Reedy, Tammy K. 150
Reeves, Kip 127
Reeves, Michael D. 150
Reeves, Pat 42
Reiff, Ralph 35
Renners, Jerry 35
Renners, Randy 35
Resek, Theresa 162
Resler, Alan Wade 150
Riethman, Rob 39
Riggins, David 35
Riley, Mike 42
Robb, Brian 162
Roberts, Deanna Lynn 103, 150
Roberts, Steve 11, 34, 35
Robertson, Darcy A. 150
Roby, Shelley 54, 57
Rodino, Jennifer S. 150
Roehling, Todd 35
Roembke, Ron 35
Rogers, Barbara 161
RoIIison, Kent 92
Rooney, Pat 35
Roper, Greg 46
Roushar, Dan 35
Rovinell, Pam 2
Ruch, Jan Elizabeth 121, 143, 150
Rueffer, Marc Eric 150
Ruklic, Cheryl B. 8, 150
Rule, Jennifer 19
Rushnok, Becky 160
Saalfrank, R. 78
Sack, Leslie 78
Sams, Sara 90, 98
Sanders, Lisa A. 150
Schantz, Karen J. 150
Schaub, Katja Ann 150
Schiefelbein, Pam 54, 57
Schlacher, Carl 35
Schlagenhauf, John D. 151
Schroer, Robert Alan 103, 151, 162
Schultz, Steven Ray 30, 35, 98, 103, 137,
140, 143, 151
Seal, Mary 49
Seffler, K. C. 35
Seawood, Alonzo 93
Seibert, Katrina 48, 49
Seller, Chris 162
Selby, Susie 77, 90, 92, 103, 161
Sena, Molly J. 12, 103, 121, 151
Sermersheim, Scott 35
Shaddock, Holly B. 151
Shambles, Stacey 92
Shankle, Greta 93
Sheehy, Terri 16
Shilling, Jeff 39
Shirey, Dan 35, 137
Shirk, Jennifer 93
Shomber, Kevin 34, 35
Short, Don 35
Shoup, John 50, 53
Shultz, Jay 35
Shurr, Laura 49
Sidwell, Brad 35
Sigmund, David Carl 105, 151
Simmons, Ralston 93
Skeen, Patricia A. 151
Smart, Siiaron Lorraine 151
Smith, Lindsey 49
Smith, Maureen 93
Smith, Ronald W. 41, 151
Smither, Melissa 78
Smithson, Angle 162
Smucker, Matt 25
Snayd, Michelle M. 151
Spanenberg, Bill 42
Spiher, Mancy 92
Spillman, Clay 133
Spurgeon, Jill 41, 44, 45, 109
Squier, Laurie 80
Stamm, Kevin 107, 113
Stamm, Kim 16, 78
Stauffer, Deb 38, 113
Stavros, Troy 35
Steele, Ed 78
Steele, Shannon B. 80, 103
Steffen, Scott M. 151
Stemle, Angle 15, 80
Stenley, Greg 42
Stepanek, Michele M. 151
Stephen, Scott 41
Stephens, Bruce D. 47, 152
Stevens, Kelly 88
Stevens, Kimberly 113
Stewart, Paul 133
Stone, Kim 93
Stoops, Suzanne 93
Storch, Carolyn Jo 152
Strelow, Jane 45
Strohm, Mark 46
Stubbs, Dwayne 35
Surface, Mitchell L. 152
Sweet, Jay 35
Sweet, Jeff 34, 131
Switzer, Terri 92, 110
Szabo, Dawn 110
Talarico, Sam 35
Tantillo, Ray 15
Taylor, Dan B. 40, 41, 152
Taylor, Jill 41, 45
Teague, Jeffrey Ray 35, 152
Theofanis, Florie Beth 6, 8, 30, 98, 121,
143, 152
Theofanis, Raymond M. 103
Thomas, Gwendolyn Jane 123, 152
Thomas, Jeff 50
Thomas, Mike S. 12, 103, 134
Thomas, Susan 2, 92, 123
Toran, Derrick Lynn 152
Trainor, Teresa ri. 103, 153, 162
Tryan, Frank 35
Tubbs, Julie A. 153
Tucker, Chad 32, 50, 51, 53
Tuell, Lori Beth 153
Tungate, Jamie 92
Uchida, Paul 92
Underwood, Eric 41
Vachet, Suzy 110
Vail, Sandra Marie 153
Viano, Ellen 164
Villanueva, Mara L. 153
Villanueva, Mark 93
Vore, Lori Ann 153
Wachter, David 126
Wagner, Michella R. 153
Waidelich, Deborah 88, 153
Walden, Mancy 78
Walker, Kelli 23
Walker, Tom 134
Wall, Stephanie 19, 20, 21
Walsh, Jaynellen 103
Walsh, Linda 74
Wantz, Katie 92
Ward, Christy 45
Ward, Chuck 35
Wasdovich, Mark 90
Watkins, Brennan O. 153
Watson, Marisa 93
Waugh, Jennifer 92
Waymire, Amy E. 153
Waymire, Tina 93
Waywood, Richard J. 153
Webb, Stephanie 54, 56, 57, 163
Weeks, Greg 8, 28, 62, 90, 148
Weigand, Larry 35
Weinrich, Suzie 93
Weist, Cynthia A. 153
Wells, Kelley Lorene 153
Wessel, Amber 16
Wesselak, Lisa 41, 45
Wheeler, Patricia G. 72, 103
White, Matt 41
Whitfield, David 35
Wicker, Amy Beth 103, 153
Wiley, Jerry 41
Wilkes, Christopher J. 153
Williams, Audra 93
Williams, B. K. 136
Williams, Jeff 46
Williams, Lori 38
Williams, Mike 42
Williams, P. K. 35
Wilms, Todd Michael 78, 160
Wilson, Lisa Ann 8, 90, 153
Wilson, Shanna Lynn 153
Wirth, Kevin B. 153
Wix, Todd 35
Woldahl, Karen 47
Yamanishi, Toru 103
Yeoman, Todd 34, 35, 153
Yoder, Matt 35
Young, Lisa Kay 8, 153
Zimpfer, Matt 35

Colophon
Volume 92 of the Butler Universi-
ty Drift was printed by Jostens
American Yearbook company,
1312 Dickson Highway, Clarksville,
Tenn. 37040. Offset lithography
process from camera-ready mount-
ing boards was used.
Student portraits were photo-
graphed and processed by Varden
Studios, New York.
Typeface used was Benguiat
Book for body copy and Benguiat
Book Italic for captions. Benguiat
Bold was used for headlines, ex-
cept division page headlines, which
also were Benguiat Book.
Body copy was set in 10 point,
and caption copy in 8 point.
The Drift was distributed to all
students, based on an activities fee
handled through Student Assem-
bly. Professors, faculty, staff and
departments could purchase the
book for a $15 fee.
Inquiries concerning the year-
book should be addressed to The
Drift, c/o Student Activities, Butler
University, 4600 Sunset Ave., India-
napolis, m 46208.
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